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Abstract 
The objective of this MQP was the design and manufacture of an electric motorbike with 
regenerative braking. The intention behind this was to show that regenerative braking is a cost 
effective way to increase the range of an electric motorbike in an urban setting. This MQP 
developed a platform to demonstrate the range extension available through regenerative braking. 
Although this platform has not yet yielded measurable results, this test bed will serve as a 
starting point for future students to optimize regenerative braking systems.  
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Executive Summary 
The objective of this MQP was the design and manufacture of an electric motorbike with 
regenerative braking. The intention behind this was to show that regenerative braking is a cost 
effective way to increase the range of an electric motorbike in an urban setting. This MQP 
developed a platform to demonstrate the range extension available through regenerative braking. 
Although this platform has not yet yielded measurable results, this test bed will serve as a 
starting point for future students to optimize regenerative braking systems.  
The project began by analyzing state of the art electric motorbikes, including those with 
regeneration systems. There are already a number of products in this market, but there is still 
valuable research to perform in this area. Several simulations and calculations were performed to 
validate energy availability for regenerative braking. Based on this validation, 17% of the energy 
used in a typical urban driving cycle is potentially recoverable. This potentially recoverable 
energy does not consider drivetrain or electrical losses. Thus, the ultimate goal of this platform is 
to achieve as much energy recapture as possible.  
In the pursuit of designing the most efficient system, the team took advantage of the most 
advanced mechanical and electrical design methods available. The electrical engineers primarily 
used PSpice and Multisim to simulate and analyze the electrical circuits. The mechanical 
engineers utilized SolidWorks and Excel to design and simulate the physical systems necessary 
for an electric motorbike. The entire group was coordinated through liberal use of GroupMe and 
when2meet to maintain communication and progress across the multidisciplinary group.  
In this project, there were several aspects of mechanical and electrical design that 
synergized with each other to create this motorbike. The drivetrain required intensive stress and 
power analyses that allowed the electrical engineers to optimize their control and throttling 
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circuit designs. In addition to that, electrical considerations determined the physical design of the 
motorbike to account for component placement and weight distribution.  
Once design criteria were established, sourcing components to meet specifications began. 
As components were reviewed, the design of the motorbike shifted in accordance with tangible 
specifications commercially available to the team. The main components that were finalized 
during this period consisted of the motor, the batteries, the transformer, and the donor bike 
frame. Additional minor components such as gears and circuit components were also selected 
based on the requirements of the main components.  
The final design of the motorbike can be split into two disciplines: electrical and 
mechanical. The mechanical final design encompassed a frame extension to accommodate the 
motor and additional components, a secure mount for the motor, a drivetrain to transfer power 
from the motor to the rear wheel, and an electronics case to house batteries and circuits. The 
electrical final design consisted of a motor drive circuit, a regenerative braking circuit, a mode 
select circuit and a duty cycle modulation circuit. The motor drive circuit will allow the motor to 
be powered from the battery voltage source, while the regenerative braking circuit is the circuit 
that allows for energy regeneration to occur. The mode select circuit is a control circuit that 
automatically switches between motor mode and braking mode, while the duty cycle modulation 
circuit allows for the electric motorbike speed to be controlled by the user.  These electrical and 
mechanical systems work in concert to produce a smoothly functioning mechatronic vehicle.  
Once the final design was completed, fabrication began. Raw materials were obtained 
and machined into nonstandard components, while purchased components were modified and 
fitted. Varied machining equipment such as CNC mills and lathes were used by the group in 
WPI’s machine shops to fabricate and modify components as necessary. Additionally, several 
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parts were sent to specialized companies to expedite and guarantee quality for critical 
components. Electrical fabrication entailed the construction of a hand-wound transformer in 
addition to a myriad of other circuits. These circuits were all assembled on DOT PCB for surface 
mounted components, and various custom fixtures for nonstandard sizes.  
An attempt to test the motorbike was made. Current levels to the relay contact in the 
motor control circuit reached critical ampacity and destroyed the relay, and rendered the motor 
control circuitry inoperable. Immediately before the relay was destroyed, the motorbike did jerk 
forward slightly, proving that power was sent through the drivetrain to the rear wheel. A redesign 
of motor control circuit would be necessary to restore functionality to the bike.  
 
 
Figure 1. Completed electric motorbike with regenerative braking 
The challenge set forth by this MQP team was met with a pragmatic appreciation of the 
project’s broad scope. There were numerous facets that determined success in this MQP, and 
overcoming those obstacles developed the team’s understanding of the multidisciplinary and 
deeply varied challenges inherit to this type of engineering project. This motorbike will be an 
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ongoing effort to minimize wasted energy in electric motorbikes for urban use. As a test bed, it 
will provide a platform for future projects to continue researching and developing a more 
proficient regeneration system, a lighter frame, and reduction of overall cost. Prospective 
students and staff interested in researching and developing methods to more effectively recover 
this energy should take note of this project and the progress made to establish a workable test 
bed for future study. 
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Introduction 
Loss of power and efficiency in electrical and mechanical systems has been a recurring 
problem in automotive design. In recent years, energy regeneration has made rapid advances in 
the automotive world. Regenerative braking is defined by the United States Department of 
Energy as a system that captures the energy lost during braking by utilizing an electric motor as a 
generator and storing the energy captured. This extra energy is re-used during acceleration, 
providing the vehicle with more energy and a longer range. Energy regeneration is not only a 
concept that has been applied to automobiles, but also on a smaller scale to motorcycles, 
motorbikes and scooters. 
1
 
With renewable and regenerative energy remaining a relatively new and expensive 
model, small scale regenerative systems can be minor steps toward a more eco-friendly lifestyle. 
Regenerative motorbikes are not a necessarily new concept; however there is still room for 
improvement in their efficiency, design and adaptability. According to the Massachusetts 
Registry of Motor Vehicles (RMV), a motorbike can operate with or without pedals, has an 
automatic transmission, runs on some form of electric motor, does not operate above 30 mph and 
requires a minor registration and titling by an operator with a valid driver’s license. 2 
State of the Art 
Since these regenerative motorbikes do exist, there is an existing state of the art to work 
from. Most regenerative motorbikes have a low energy return of 5-20%. On average, the distance 
added is about 10% further per charge. In this modern age, they are also becoming more user-
                                                 
1
 Bolton, Brent [4] 
2
 Massachusetts Motorbike Definitions and Requirements Source [11] 
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friendly, with visual LCD’s and charge monitors to create a more simple experience for the 
operator. Charge distribution has been standardized to AC outlets. Finally, they are designed to 
be lightweight and utilize lighter lithium type batteries, but have powerful motors. Through the 
initial research of the project group, the following specifications were researched and shown as a 
result of average values and feasible results.
3
 
The current state of the art in terms of electrical systems involve some Lithium-ion type 
battery network, a motor capable of running on voltage levels varying over 36 to 100+ V at 
~30A current maximum, boost networks to force the voltage levels of the motor higher than the 
battery supplied voltage so that current can flow back into the battery, and components utilized 
in the driving and recharge circuits that prevent back EMF from going back through the driving 
circuits and speed controllers and potentially exceeding ratings of components thus damaging 
vital systems. The speed controllers and driving circuits are highly optimized to maximize 
energy return from the regeneration systems and minimize power consumption from battery to 
motor during the drive cycle. Just about every piece of information with regards to pre-existing 
electric vehicle circuit development is proprietary, and protected by patents. This has made it 
difficult to determine how to change the design to break away from the state of the art.
4
 
Project Validation 
To assess whether the concept of an electric motorbike with regenerative braking is a 
project worth pursuing, a method was developed to simulate the potential energy return from 
standard urban driving.  
                                                 
3
 Regenerative braking on e-bikes [13] 
4
 Electric motion [14] 
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The metric used to assess the efficiency of the motorbike during normal urban operation 
is called the ECE-15 Urban Driving Cycle (UDC). The UDC is part of the New European 
Driving Cycle (NEDC), and is supposed to be representative of a typical urban use pattern for a 
vehicle. Text of the UDC is reproduced below: 
 When the engine starts, the vehicle pauses for 11 seconds (s), then slowly accelerates to 
15 km/h in 4 s, cruises at constant speed for 8 s, brakes to a full stop in 5 s, then stops for 21 s. 
At 49 s, the vehicle slowly accelerates to 32 km/h in 12 s, cruises for 24 s, slowly brakes 
to a full stop in 11 s, then pauses for another 21. 
At 117 s, the car slowly accelerates to 50 km/h in 26 s, cruises for 12 s, decelerates to 35 
km/h in 8 s, cruises for another 13 s, brakes to a full stop in 12 s, then pauses for 7. 
The cycle ends on 195 s after a theoretical distance of 1017 meters, then it repeats four 
consecutive times. Total duration is 780 s (13 minutes) over a theoretical distance of 4067 
meters, with an average speed of 18.77 km/h [1]. 
This speeds described in this UDC are used in the energy simulation to define the speed 
of the simulated motorbike at different points in time. For example, between t = 11 and t =15, the 
speed of the simulated motorbike is defined as V = 1.04167*t-11.4583. This will yield the 
correct speed (in m/s, for ease of calculation) and the correct acceleration (with the assumption 
that acceleration is linear) for the motorbike at that time in the cycle.  
Once speed and acceleration are established, the force required to move the motorbike 
can be estimated based on speculative physical values for the bike. The origin of these values, 
and of the equations for validation, will be explained in more precise detail in the Power 
Requirements subheading of the Design Criteria section of this paper.  
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Two equations are used to estimate the force required to move the simulated motorbike. 
The first equation is one of the most basic equations in physics: 
     
This equation tells us the force required to accelerate a mass at a constant rate. Because 
acceleration is negative in braking, this equation is also what makes the regenerative system in 
this bike possible.  
The second equation is a summation of the frictional forces on the motorbike during 
operation on a flat road: 
               
The first part of this equation describes the effects of air resistance on the motorbike. It is 
worth nothing that this part of the equation scales exponentially with velocity. The second half of 
the equation describes the effects of rolling resistance on the bike. As the mass of the bike and 
gravity aren’t going to be noticeably changing during operation, this part of the equation remains 
constant.  
When combined, these two equations show the net forces on the bike under braking, 
coast, or acceleration: 
                  
To get the power required to offset these forces, the equation must be multiplied by 
velocity: 
   (      
         )  
The above equation shows the power required by the motor based on the velocity of the 
bike. Because there is an equation to describe the velocity of the motorbike as a function of time, 
in the context of the UDC the above equation with the velocity equation plugged into it to shows 
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the power requirement of the motor as a function of time. We are also able to use the slope of the 
velocity equation to plug in to the acceleration in the above power equation.  
This power equation has a few behaviors that are important to the simulation: 
 When acceleration is positive, all of the parts of the equation positively contribute 
to the motor’s power requirement.  
 When the bike is coasting, the F = ma part of the equation becomes zero 
 When the bike is braking, the F = ma part becomes negative 
The implications of these properties is that if F = ma becomes large enough during 
braking, it could offset the other power costs and allow regenerative braking.  
The graph below shows the relationship between the speed of the simulated motorbike 
and the power requirement of the motorbike over the UDC. 
 
Figure 2. Input power required and speed graph during the UDC 
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  As is evident when the blue lines dips below zero in the graph above, this simulated 
motorbike does undergo regenerative braking at several points during the UDC.  
 The area under the power curve is the energy the motorbike uses to complete one 
iteration of the UDC. To understand the energy use of the motorcycle during the UDC, one 
simply takes the definite integral of the power equation from t = 0 to t = 195.  
  ∫ (      
         )    
   
 
 
 Recall that we have several equations that describe the velocity of the motorbike as a 
function of time, as described in the table below. The green cells indicate braking regeneration, 
while the yellow cells represent motor acceleration. 
Times [x] Speed (km/h) Speed (m/s) [y] 
 0 0 0 y = 0 
11 0 0 y = 1.04167*x-11.4583 
15 15 4.16667 y = 4.16667 
23 15 4.16667 y = -0.833334*x+23.3334 
28 0 0 y = 0 
49 0 0 y = 0.740741*x-36.2963 
61 32 8.888896 y = 8.888896 
85 32 8.888896 y = -0.808081*x+77.5758 
96 0 0 y = 0 
117 0 0 y = 0.534188*x-62.5001 
143 50 13.8889 y = 13.8889 
155 50 13.8889 y = 94.6181-0.520834*x 
163 35 9.72223 y = 9.72223 
176 35 9.72223 y=152.315-0.810186*x 
188 0 0 y = 0 
195 0 0 
 Table 1. Equations that describe the speed of the UDC based on time 
 As a result, we find that the simulated motorbike with regenerative braking requires about 
38 kJ of energy to traverse one iteration of the UDC. If we run the simulation again without 
regenerative braking, we find that the motorbike uses about 46 kJ of energy to accomplish the 
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same feat. This means that the cycle with regeneration uses about 83% of the power that the 
cycle without regeneration uses, or a savings of 17%.  
 As inspiring as this number is, it does not take into account any electrical or mechanical 
losses in the motor drive and regeneration systems of the physical motorbike. It does, however, 
show that that a very efficient regeneration system could translate to measureable improvements 
in a motorbike’s range, and could be cost effective to implement.   
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Goals and Objectives 
The initial goal of this project was to design, develop and construct an operational 
“motorized bicycle”, or motorbike, that utilizes regenerative braking for energy regeneration. 
Over the first semester, which consisted of mostly research and the design process for the bike, 
the group decided to broaden the goal to two set deliverables: 
 The bike will be mobile without any major electro-mechanical concerns 
 The bike will function as a “test bed” for a measurable amount of energy regeneration 
The overall goal of the project was to create this test bed for feasible energy regeneration 
in a functioning motorbike. From this goal, the team had several objectives to meet 
incrementally, including: 
 Design an efficient drivetrain capable of handling the forces acting on it 
 Design throttling circuit to moderate current flow to regulate bike speed electronically 
 Design braking circuit to double function as light brake and charge regeneration path 
 Design bike to effectively dissipate heat from electrical and mechanical components 
 Design cover for all critical and moving components of the bike 
 Reaching a cruising speed of about 30 MPH 
 Powered to move an average rider weight of at least 180 lbs. 
 Charges with 220V, 30A charging stations, as found on WPI campus 
The cumulative completion of these goals and objectives would yield a successful project 
for the team. 
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Methodology 
The overall goal of this project is to design, develop and construct an operational 
motorbike, which utilizes regenerative braking for power regeneration. This goal has been 
achieved through the integration of the electrical and mechanical knowledge and the completion 
of the individual objectives in the following sections. These objectives are divided between the 
electrical and mechanical design methods to be completed throughout the course of the project. 
Electrical Methods 
The Electrical engineers performed extensive analysis through simulation programs and 
applied the results to the design process for the circuits involved in the electric motorbike.  The 
project group held themselves to established standards of performance and rigor. The materials 
and tools that were used are as follows: 
Simulations 
 Cadence Allegro AMS Simulator, PSpice 
 Multisim 
Analysis and Testing 
 Cadence Allegro AMS Simulator, PSpice 
 Lab space, AK 210 and AK 207B 
 LCR meter 
 MATLAB computing environment 
 Power lab variac panel 
 Tektronix TDS210 Two Channel Digital Real-time Oscilloscope 
 Tektronix CPS250 Triple Output Power Supply Unit 
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 Tektronix CDM250 Digital Multimeter 
 
Cadence Allegro AMS Simulator has been used extensively in order to properly simulate 
the circuit design under ideal conditions.  Multisim has been used for creating visual 
representations of the circuits and for developing the control circuits necessary for current 
limiting and transistor duty cycle.  Cadence Allegro AMS Simulator was used during the 
analysis and testing phase, mainly to cross-check values.  The lab bench, with supplied Tektronix 
TDS210 Two Channel Digital Real-time Oscilloscope, Tektronix CDM250 Digital Multimeter 
and Tektronix CPS250 Triple Output Power Supply Unit, has been used for live testing and 
analysis of the physical circuit once constructed.  An LCR meter was required to measure the 
inductance of the inductors in both the feed-in and regenerative circuit parts.  Multiboard 
Ultiboard was employed to create a model for a Printed Circuit Board implemented in the final 
design. 
Tasks set for the electrical engineers were simulation, component selection, design, and 
testing and analysis.  Simulations had been carried out mainly through PSpice, by using the 
Allegro AMS Simulator, as well as Multisim provided on the electrical department servers.  The 
Cadence Allegro AMS Simulator has been utilized to realize ideal and theoretical results, which 
allows understanding of the circuit setup without non-ideal interference.  From these simulations 
and the accompanying value analysis, component selection was performed for the circuit 
elements and batteries from the available stock of Mouser, DigiKey and Avnet.  
After the components have been acquired from the appropriate suppliers, the circuit was 
assembled for lab testing to be carried out to acquire ideal results in a controlled environment.  
From there, the prototype circuit boards have been manufactured and implemented in the overall 
prototype for testing.  In parallel, the mechanical engineers fabricated the mechanical 
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components of the motorbike to prepare the prototype for testing.  As part of the analysis and 
testing, the motorbike would have been tested on industry standard pre-designated driving cycles 
to measure efficiency and evaluate electrical and mechanical performance in real-world 
conditions. 
From this, results gathered concerning design criteria to determine that the regenerative 
efficiency requirements have been met.  Lastly, finalization of the results were prepared for 
formal presentation to the public.  Both Kevin Antalek and Matthew Chase worked cooperatively 
to achieve these tasks for the electrical aspect of the project. 
Mechanical Methods 
The mechanical engineers performed an iterative process of design based on the 
requirements and specifications established by the project group. The design process began with 
the establishment of base level specifications. This consisted of setting standards for rider 
profile, setting performance goals, and setting safety goals. Metrics like the ECE-15 Urban 
Driving Cycle (UDC) were used to make predictions about range and regeneration efficiency.  
Next, the ECEs and MEs worked together to determined what battery type and motor type would 
best meet the performance goals while still remaining within a reasonable budget.  
The next steps for the mechanical end were a function of budget and component 
selection. Based on the size and type of electrical components selected with the electrical 
engineers (most notably, the battery and motor), the mechanical engineers iterated through frame 
designs and drivetrain designs in parallel. A number of different designs were considered and 
evaluated based on various metrics like feasibility, cost, and ease of production. Numerous 
mathematical and CAD models of the design and any key components were created, to run tests 
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and simulations. The programs most utilized in this process were SolidWorks, Mathcad, and 
Excel. If a design did not perform as needed, the ideation phase was revisited.  
After several iterations through conceptualization, modeling and simulation, a 
satisfactory design was reached. At this point, the mechanical engineers began the manufacturing 
process. The detailed methodology of the manufacturing process was established once a design 
was determined, but generally off the shelf components were utilized whenever possible, 
excepting when it is cost-prohibitive.  
Once the construction completed, mechanical engineers began component testing, 
ensuring that the components surpass the standards that were set out at the beginning of the 
project. When the group was satisfied with the function and reliability of the driveline and frame 
components, the mechanical engineers assembled the motorbike. Once the motorbike was 
assembled, tests were performed to ensure it had met or surpassed the base specifications laid out 
for the project. Metrics like the UDC were revisited to rigorously determine the real world 
performance of the motorbike and efficiency of regenerative systems. Both Anthony Cangello 
and Micah Flock worked cooperatively to achieve these tasks for the mechanical aspect of the 
project. 
General Group Organization 
Since there was a group dynamic in both majors and concentrations, organization 
methods had to be maintained throughout the project. Weekly meetings between the group 
members as well as weekly meetings with the advisors were scheduled every term to maintain 
progress and provide an open forum for communication, advice and recommendations on every 
aspect of the project. Various media were utilized to help schedule and regulate these meetings 
as well as maintain an open means of communication between the team and advisors. 
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 Dropbox 
 Google/Outlook Calendars 
 Google Hangouts/Skype 
 GroupMe 
 Microsoft Office, Project, and Visio 
 When2Meet 
For general group communication and organization, Microsoft Office has been heavily 
utilized, specifically for Word and Excel, while Microsoft Project has been used for maintaining 
the MQP group schedule through means of a Gantt chart.  The use of Google/ Outlook Calendar 
is primarily to keep the MQP project members updated on the active schedule, and for 
notification of any planned meetings. Their schedules were exchanged to set these meetings by 
using When2meet to establish common free time. Dropbox had been used for management of 
data and ease of project collaboration between all members. Google Hangout and Skype were 
scarcely used but during extended breaks to keep the team in communication for full meetings 
together. Finally, GroupMe was used as an instant messenger for the group to keep in constant 
communication throughout the year. 
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Design Criteria 
In this project, there were several aspects of mechanical and electrical design that 
synergized with each other to create this motorbike. The drivetrain required intensive stress and 
power analyses that allowed the electrical engineers to optimize their control and throttling 
circuit designs. In addition to that, electrical considerations determined the physical design of the 
motorbike to account for component placement and weight distribution. 
Powertrain 
Since the control of this system is almost completely electrical, the drivetrain must be a 
closed system from the controlled motor to the rear drive wheel. Analysis began at the start of 
the project with this system. First, the required power had to be realized for the cruising speed to 
be met. Consideration of the various forces working against the bike must be taken into 
consideration for this. After that the remainder of the drivetrain could be designed, including the 
required gear and sprocket ratios, strength required of the various parts, and the mounting 
materials that will hold them in place. 
Power Requirements 
 The decision for the motor that would fit the motorbike design specifications was 
between DC brushed and brushless. Brushless motors are much more efficient and less 
susceptible to wear than brushed motors, however they are generally more fragile. The brushed 
motors are relatively inexpensive, tough and reach full torque when not moving, but they will 
wear out at a much quicker rate. Another significant difference between the motor types is their 
function under motor braking. A brushless motor acts as an alternator under braking, which 
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outputs the power in AC, while a brushed motor acts as a generator, which can output AC or DC 
power. For the electrical system of the motorbike, a DC output is preferred by the motor for 
many reasons. The batteries can only store a direct current, so the regenerative braking aspect 
would not work under AC conditions. Therefore, the system is much more efficient with a DC 
brushed motor, due to its output current. A converter system could be implemented with a 
brushless motor to create a DC output by the motor; however that would require more parts and 
money, as well as decrease efficiency due to additional losses in the increasingly complicated 
system. 
Several preliminary calculations were performed to check the feasibility of the project. 
These calculations are based on a total estimated load weight (motorbike and rider) of 1128.2 N. 
That weight is based on initial component selection and average weight of a rider and the 
acceleration due to gravity. A motor voltage of 100 V is assumed based on initial component 
selection. 
The method to determine the power required to move this motorbike mass to a certain 
speed of 11.2 m/s (25 mph) is as follows. The power required by the rider, or in this case the 
motor, to move the weight of the motorbike up to a steady 11.2 m/s is calculated by summing the 
resistive forces on the vehicle and multiplying that sum by the speed. There are three major 
resistive forces that act on the rider and motorbike. 
Wind Resistance 
The wind resistance on the rider and the motorbike is caused by wind drag and any other 
aerodynamic losses. Wind resistance (Fw) is calculated with the inclusion of the frontal area of 
the motorbike and rider (A), the drag coefficient through air (Cd), air density (ρ) and speed (v). 
This relationship is represented in the equation below: 
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The values chosen to calculate for Fw are based on the preliminary requirements at sea 
level, since this prototype will not be tested for use in any significant elevation changes. 
Therefore, the average young adult frontal area is about 0.5 m
2
, the default drag coefficient value 
for a rider on a bike is about 1.0 (unit less) with minor fluctuation based on rider positioning and 
the air density at sea level is 1.226 kg/m
3
. These values yield a wind resistance value of 
approximately 19.2 N (Newtons). 
Rolling Resistance 
The rolling resistance on the rider and motorbike is caused by the rolling friction of the 
road and bike tires. The variables that affect rolling resistance (Fr) of the motorbike are the force 
due to gravity from the rider and the bike (mg) and the coefficient of rolling resistance (Cr). This 
relationship is exemplified by the equation below: 
             
Same as the values for Fw, the average values for these variables were considered at sea 
level. Hence, the mass of the rider and motorbike cumulatively are about 104 kg, the 
gravitational acceleration is considered constant at 9.8 m/s
2
 and the coefficient of rolling 
resistance for a rough but paved road, as many urban streets are, is 0.008 (unit-less). This yields 
a rolling resistance value of approximately 8.2 N. 
Gravity Forces 
The gravitational potential energy produced by power required to move up or down a 
slope is considered in the gravity forces on the rider and the motorbike. Gravity force (Fg) is 
calculated through the multiplication of the force due to gravity from the rider and the bike (mg) 
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and the angular slope of the hill in terms of angle (sinθ). This relationship is symbolized in the 
equation below: 
           
Following the previous resistive forces, the average values for the motorbike and rider 
weight as well as gravitational acceleration are used. However the value for the slope of the hill 
is more variable. In the power calculations, three analyses were conducted for varying slopes at 
0, 5 and 10% grades.  
Required Power 
From the force values calculated for above, the power required by the motor to move the 
weight of the rider and motorbike up to 11.2 m/s on varying sloped roads can be calculated. In 
Table 1, the individual factors can be seen as well as the force values and final power values for 
the varying grades. 
 
Table 2. Average Conditional Values for Motorbike56 
                                                 
5
 Statistic Brain source [7] 
6
 Analytical Cycling source [3] 
At 0% Grade At 5% Grade At 10% Grade
Drag Coefficient (unit-less) 1.0 1.0 1.0
Air Density (kg/m^3) 1.226 1.226 1.226
Operating Max Speed (m/s) 11.2 11.2 11.2
Front Area of Rider & Bike (m^2) 0.5 0.5 0.5
Force of Wind Resistance (N) 38.4 38.4 38.4
Weight of Rider & Bike (N) 980.0 980.0 980.0
Coefficient of Rolling Resistance (unit-less) 0.008 0.008 0.008
Force of Rolling Resistance (N) 7.8 7.8 7.8
Anglular slope factor 0.000 0.050 0.100
Force of Gravity (N) 0.0 49.0 98.3
Power required to move bike at above speed (W) 518.4 1067.7 1619.7
Power required to move bike at above speed (hp) 0.70 1.43 2.17
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These factors and calculations yield an exponential relationship between the powers 
necessary to move this motorbike to various speeds. Below is a table displaying the varying 
powers required to accelerate up to maximum speed for the motorbike at both 0, 5 and 10% 
grades.  
 
Table 3. Varying Powers Due to Increasing Speeds 
Graphical representations of these relationships are displayed below for the three varying 
slopes. Notice the power required to accelerate to full speed at a 10% grade is about three times 
that of the motorbike at a 0% grade. 
0% 5% 10%
0.0 0.0 0 0 0
1.0 0.3 8 56 103
2.0 1.2 18 113 208
3.0 2.8 31 174 317
4.0 4.9 50 241 431
5.0 7.7 77 315 552
6.0 11.0 112 399 683
7.0 15.0 159 493 825
8.0 19.6 218 600 979
9.0 24.8 292 722 1149
10.0 30.7 383 861 1334
11.0 37.1 492 1017 1539
12.0 44.1 621 1195 1763
Powers (W)
Wind Forces (N)Speed (m/s)
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Figure 3. Powers vs. Speed of Motorbike at 0, 5 and 10% Grades 
 
Motor Drive Circuit 
The motor drive circuit is required to provide 130V and 18A to the selected DC brushed 
motor.  The source, however, will most likely be a lower voltage than the motor, with efficiency 
in mind.  Therefore, a voltage step-up circuit will be required that can also handle the higher 
current on the primary side.  A circuit will be selected that will efficiently step-up the source 
voltage to the motor, but will also be able to handle current for a power application. 
Braking Regeneration Circuit 
The requirements for the braking regeneration circuit are that it needs to be configured to 
maximize use of the motor as a voltage source in order to capture energy that would otherwise be 
lost to friction of mechanical braking.  The braking regeneration circuit must allow for this 
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captured energy to then be safely directed back into the battery bank, without damaging the 
source.  The braking regeneration circuit must also provide a safe and moderated method for 
deceleration. 
Gear Ratios 
The ratio between motor shaft rpm and rear wheel rpm was to be determined by a gear 
ratio. This gear ratio should produce the bike’s desired cruising speed at the motor’s optimal 
operational speed. Based on the performance map of the selected motor, a gear ratio will be 
selected such that the cruising speed of the bike is 11.2 m/s. 
Control Systems 
The analog control systems on this bike are a result of the need for user operation of the 
motor control elements. A half-twist throttle has been selected as the method for user interface to 
these elements. Due to the output level of the throttle being observed as a hall-effect driven DC 
voltage bias level, the analog circuitry needs to handle the conversion from that voltage level to a 
duty cycle on output waveform.  
Additionally, the control circuit needs to function as a mode selection switch. As the user 
adjusts the half twist throttle, the mode must change at a predefined location that could be made 
adjustable for the user with the inclusion of various components in future iterations of design. A 
measurable, though small, amount of hysteresis is necessary in this circuit to prevent ringing 
from occurring- changing the modes quickly and randomly for a few milliseconds would provide 
the user with discomfort as the power circuits bounce back and forth between driving and 
braking.  
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Parameter Tolerances 
The analog control system parameters are dependent on the motor control circuit 
requirements. For the motor and braking systems, the connected output of the control circuit 
network needed to be a square wave pulse with a variable duty cycle driving the gate pin of a 
power MOSFET. The frequency of this square wave pulse needed to be within 25% of the rated 
20 kHz in order to meet tolerance, which allows for component errors as well as easier replacing 
of components in the design. 
There was no restriction in this circuit design towards current limitations, battery 
selection or component tolerances aside from rated limits on the component data sheets. 
Throttle Circuit 
The brake circuit and acceleration circuits use MOSFET switching to control the amount 
of energy that flows from the motor to the batteries and from the batteries to the motor 
respectively. When designing these circuits, the switches were toggled at a frequency of 
20kilohertz, but it was decided that the duty cycle of the pulse used to toggle the switch would be 
left up to the user to control. If the user toggled some throttle device, it was presumed, then the 
pulse width of the square wave input to the MOSFET switch would be modified to reflect this 
user interaction. The end result of a change in duty cycle is a change of average current level 
being provided to the loads in both the acceleration and braking modes. This feature is especially 
useful if the user, say, decided they didn’t want to go one speed all the time, or operate 
regeneration mode with a single intensity.  
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Challenges in Design 
We encountered many design challenges during the design phase of this project. This 
section will be split up into two major sections so that the design challenges are easier to follow. 
This section will be further broken down to illustrate the design challenges posed in the creation 
of the power circuits and the creation of the analog control circuit. 
Motor Drive Circuit 
The electrical drive train, as the reader may recall, serves two purposes: the first purpose 
is to power the motor, and the second is to get energy back from it and store it back into the 
batteries. The challenges faced in this design consisted of the selection of circuits to use for both 
motor and braking modes, determining which components fit within current tolerance to avoid 
overheating, deciding on a main power source and chemical composition of that source, and 
designing around a specific motor with strict limits and operation requirements. 
The selection of circuits to use for motor and braking modes involved determining the 
method for obtaining the output that the motor requires to run.  This output could either be DC-
AC-DC transformation or DC-DC conversion, based on the selection of a DC brushed motor.  
Then, the method for how to feed charge back into the battery over the course of a braking cycle 
had to be determined as well.  
Determining component current tolerance did not occur until later in the project when the 
circuits were chosen, but the estimated current capacity required for components on the primary 
side of the motor circuit was 60A according to wiring specification. Additionally, the estimated 
current capacity for the secondary side of the motor circuit was 30A. The braking circuit held 
similar values, with the exception that the motor side of the circuit required an estimated 20A at 
maximum, and the battery side of the circuit required an estimated 60A.  
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The main power source needed to possess a high battery-life to weight ratio, high charge 
density, and the ability to accept charge back into the cells without damaging the batteries. The 
chemical composition of the source mattered immensely when determining which battery to use 
due to potential hazards some compositions may incur that need to be observed. 
The brake and motor circuits also needed to be designed around the specifications of the 
motor so that the proper component values could be chosen, and simulated analysis could take 
place before the construction and testing of the circuits.  
Analog Control Circuit 
The analog control circuit, as mentioned earlier in this section, needed to switch between 
power circuit modes of operation and control the duty cycle of a pulse in each mode. The 
challenges faced in this design included the selection of an oscillator, the method of switching 
modes, the connection to the power circuits, and determining the method of modifying the 
throttle DC voltage bias level into a duty-cycle modifiable square wave pulse.   
The selection of the oscillator was limited to a device that would provide a frequency 
within tolerance and a relatively noise-free pulse at sufficient voltage levels to drive the power 
circuits.   
The method used for the mode switch needed to determine a reference point for the 
switching and create a buffer around that reference to create the aforementioned hysteresis. 
The component used for the connection to the power circuit was limited to a device 
which could handle the primary side current of the motor circuit, and the diode side current of 
the braking circuit.  
The method for turning the DC bias level into a modifiable square wave pulse needed to 
work twice over the single range of the throttle. This means that the duty cycle would need to be 
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adjusted from its minimum value to its maximum value twice – from no twist to half twist, and 
from half twist to full twist – in order to compensate for the unidirectional rotation of the throttle 
control.  
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Component Selection 
In this section will be discussed the details and methodology for selection of the various 
components for the construction of the motorbike. 
Motor 
The motor selection was based on calculated requirements for power. We made a 
selection, Treadmill Doctor’s 2.9 hp motor, to provide the power needed to maintain full speed 
up a 5% grade with a safety factor of two. This gives us a generous amount of extra power to 
work with, and allows us to run the motor below peak power output to boost efficiency. As the 
motor did not come with a specifications sheet, we used Professor Kenneth Stafford’s motor 
value estimation table, reproduced below for the motor that was selected. 
Speed 
(rpm) 
Torque 
(N m) 
Torque (in 
lbs) 
Current 
(A) 
 Power 
(wt) Efficiency Heat (wt) 
0 10.40 92.0 85.0  0.0 0% 11050 
533 9.71 85.9 79.5  541.8 5% 9787 
1067 9.01 79.7 73.9  1006.2 10% 8602 
1600 8.32 73.6 68.4  1393.2 16% 7494 
2133 7.63 67.5 62.8  1702.8 21% 6463 
2667 6.93 61.3 57.3  1934.9 26% 5510 
3200 6.24 55.2 51.7  2089.7 31% 4634 
3733 5.55 49.1 46.2  2167.1 36% 3835 
4267 4.85 42.9 40.6  2167.1 41% 3114 
4800 4.16 36.8 35.1  2089.7 46% 2471 
5333 3.47 30.7 29.5  1934.9 50% 1904 
5867 2.77 24.5 24.0  1702.8 55% 1416 
6400 2.08 18.4 18.4  1393.2 58% 1004 
6933 1.39 12.3 12.9  1006.2 60% 670 
7467 0.69 6.1 7.3  541.8 57% 413 
8000 0.00 0.0 1.8  0.0 0% 234 
  
  
   
   Desired Volt  130 V 
 
 
   Ref Volt 130 V 
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Ref Free 
Spd 8000 RPM 
 
 
   Ref Stall 
Torq 92 in-lbs 
 
 
   Ref Stall Cur 85 A 
 
 
   Ref Free Cur 1.8 A 
 
 
    
This table demonstrates that based on the specifications we do have for the motor, the rest 
of the motor specifications fall in line with what is required for the project. Shown below is an 
rpm/torque curve of a standard electric DC motor, like the one we are using. Some scaling is 
incorrect, but the curve is the same.  
 
Figure 4. Motor rpm vs. efficiency, power and current graph 
Because the motor’s maximum rpm is 8000, we found the maximum efficiency of the 
motor to occur when running at roughly 6000 rpm. Using that as a metric, we set the gear ratios 
in the drivetrain to produce the bike’s cruising speed when the motor is running at maximum 
efficiency. 
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Transformer 
The transformer was designed using parameters already in place for a pre-fabricated core.  
This was done as to avoid requiring a custom transformer to be requested from a manufacturer, 
as this would drive up costs beyond the current possible budget. 
The constraints calculated included optimum flux density, total RMS current, coil turns 
for primary and secondary, total losses of copper wire and the amorphous metal core, the core 
geometrical constant, and the primary and secondary coil wire sizing and window parameters. 
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Sizing Parameters 
Four iterations were done using MATLAB, and the optimum sizing constraints are listed 
below, with units in centimeters for distance and square centimeters for area: 
 
Figure 5. Transformer C-Core Size Parameters 
 
%Optimized Xformer values (BMCC 800A) - Iteration 2 
    A = 9.0;                %[cm]; Core full width 
    B = 13.5;               %[cm]; Core full height 
    E = 2.5;                %[cm]; Core leg width 
    F = 4.0;                %[cm]; Core window width 
    G = 8.5;                %[cm]; Core window height 
    Dd = 8.5;               %[cm]; Core depth 
    MLT = (2*Dd+2*E)*1.01   %[cm]; Core mean length per turn, 
"circumference plus a bit" 
    lm = 35.6;              %[cm]; magnetic path length, roughly 2*(A-
E)+2*(B-E) 
    lg = 0;                 %[cm]; Air gap 
    Ac = 17.4;              %[cm^2]; core cross-sectional area 
    Wa = 34.0;              %[cm^2]; Window Area 
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This corresponds with the BMCC 800A amorphous metal C-Core transformer core from 
Alpha-Core, a division of Bridgeport Magnetics Group, Inc.  The core mean length per turn was 
multiplied by 1.01 in order to allow for non-ideal wrapping technique for the primary and 
secondary coil wiring. 
Calculations and Results 
Variables used to calculate indicated parameters are listed and set equal to the values that 
are calculated for them.  A step-by-step walkthrough of all parameters required is presented 
below.  The MATLAB code used to calculate the design parameters is included in the appendix. 
Turns Ratio 
The turns ratio TR is calculated for current calculations and to ensure proper voltage 
alteration.  This value was designed to be 0.2462, which means that the secondary coil will have 
more turns than the primary coil. 
Current and Flux Density 
Total RMS current Itot is used to determine the fraction of window area individually for 
primary and secondary coil wiring.  Primary coil current is indicated as I1 while secondary coil 
current is signified as I2.  Optimal flux density dB is used to help determine coil turns and power 
losses.  Coil turns and power losses are then used to determine the core geometrical constant and 
wire sizing. 
Parameter Value Unit 
I1 60.7647 A 
I2 14.9575 A 
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Itot 64.4466 A 
dB 5.7033e-04 T 
Table 4. Transformer Calculated Current and Flux Density 
 
Turns, with Optimization 
Turns for both primary and secondary coils, N1 and N2, are calculated in order to 
determine voltage manipulation.  If the coil with fewer turns happens to be a non-integer 
number, it is incremented up to a pre-determined integer and the original turns ratio is applied in 
order to calculate the other coil’s turns. 
Parameter Value Unit 
N1 0.0395 Turns 
N2 0.1605 Turns 
N2>N1, N1 increments to 32: V1div 
N2new 130 Turns 
N1new 32 Turns 
Table 5. Transformer Calculated Primary and Secondary Turns 
 
Material Losses, Wire and Core 
Material losses are calculated in order to determine how efficient a transformer may 
approximately be.  Losses due to the copper wire from the coils are represented as Pcu while Pfe 
represents the losses due to the amorphous metal core.  Total losses are signified by Ptot.  
Additionally, the total losses factor into calculation of the core geometrical constant. 
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Parameter Value Unit 
Pcu 3.5509e-05 W 
Pfe 2.7314e-05 W 
Ptot 6.2823e-05 W 
Table 6. Transformer Calculated Power Losses 
Core Geometrical Constant 
The core geometrical constant is a measure of core size, and is useful for designing the 
transformer to ensure it falls within proper sizing constraints.  As long as KgfeX is greater than 
Kgfe, than the dialogue “Core Geometrical constraint met” will display. 
Parameter Value Unit 
KgfeX 1.2575 - 
Kgfe 0.9820 - 
Core Geometrical Constant constraint met 
Table 7. Transformer Calculated Core Geometrical Constant 
Wiring Parameters 
The following describe in detail the parameters for wiring the center tap transformer that 
was constructed by the Electrical Engineers to step up the voltage dissipated to the drive circuit. 
Alpha1 and Alpha2 are the fractions of window area for the primary and secondary coils, 
respectively.  They are used to determine the primary and secondary wire gauges, which are 
listed as Aw1 and Aw2 respectively. 
Aw1turns specifies the number of primary turns possible, while Aw2turns denotes the 
number of secondary turns possible.  As long as both are greater than the required turns N1new 
and N2new, the dialogue “Primary Coil Turns work” and “Secondary Coil Turns work” will 
occur. 
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Awin is half the total window area, assuming a half and half distribution for the primary 
and secondary coil windings of the total window area.  A1area is the area that the primary coil 
will take up in the window, while A2area is the area that the secondary coil will take up.  As 
long as A1area and A2area are each less than Awin, the dialogue “Primary Coil parameters 
work” and “Secondary Coil parameters work”. 
Below are the calculated values acquired through MATLAB. 
Parameter Value Unit 
Alpha1 0.9429 - 
Alpha2 0.2321 - 
Aw1 25.045 mm
2 
Aw2 1.5175 mm
2 
Aw1:  AWG 3 Required 
Aw2:  AWG 15 Required 
Aw1turns 33.9966 Turns 
Aw2turns 136.4308 Turns 
Primary Coil Turns work 
Secondary Coil Turns work 
A1area 8.5144 cm
2 
A2area 2.0704 cm
2 
Primary Coil Parameters work 
Secondary Coil Parameters work 
Table 8. Transformer Calculated Wiring Parameters 
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The MATLAB code was iterated four times in order to acquire the optimum transformer 
core for the Electric Motorbike with Regenerative Braking MQP.  The final core selected is the 
BMCC 800A amorphous metal C-Core transformer core from Alpha-Core, a division of 
Bridgeport Magnetics Group, Inc.  This core is actually slighter smaller and decently lighter than 
the initially selected transformer core, BMCC 1000.  The current core, BMCC 800A, has a mass 
of 9.8 lbs, while the BMCC 1000 has a mass of 15.6 lbs. The improved mass will help increase 
efficiency for the electric motorbike.  The final iteration realized all results as achievable and 
within desired specification parameters. 
Gears, Sprockets & Chain 
Based on the calculations above and the size of the bike’s rear wheel (a standard 23 in), 
we determined that the overall gear ratio should be about 1:20. This reduces the cruising rpm of 
the motor, 6000, to 300 rpm at the rear wheel. 
Due to spatial constraints, the gear reduction could not be performed in one step. A series 
of two reductions was designed. The first was performed between a gear on the motor shaft and a 
gear on an axle placed through the bottom bracket of the bike. This reduction had several 
interesting constraints placed on it due to the diameter of the motor itself and the location of the 
bottom bracket. 
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Figure 6. SolidWorks gear reduction 
As is clear in the picture above, the distance between the motor shaft and bottom bracket 
axle shaft is constrained by the fact that the body of the motor and the frame get in the way of the 
shafts being closer than three inches. Therefore, size and ratio of that first gear set was 
determined by not only achieving the first gear ratio, but also to maintain a center distance of at 
least three inches between the shafts. Using these guidelines, based on gears that were actually 
obtainable, 16 pitch gears were selected with a 15 tooth gear on the motor and an 84 tooth gear 
on the bottom bracket shaft. This produced a ratio of 1:5.6 for this section of the drivetrain.  
The second reduction was performed between a sprocket on the bottom bracket axle and 
a sprocket fixed to the rear wheel. The use of a chain and sprocket system was necessary to 
transmit power over that distance. 
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Figure 7. Detail shot of the sprocket reduction in the drive line 
The sizing of the sprockets was much more flexible than that of the gears. We selected 
sprockets for #35 chain based on the expected tensile stresses generated by the drive system. The 
smaller sprocket, on the bottom bracket axle, had to have a diameter of less than four inches to fit 
properly, and the size of the rear sprocket was constrained only by the availability of large 
sprockets. An 18 tooth sprocket was selected for the bottom bracket axle, so a 64 tooth sprocket 
was selected for the rear wheel. This created a ratio of 1:3.6, making the ratio for the full 
drivetrain 1:20.16. This achieved almost exactly the group’s goal of a final gear ratio of 1:20. 
Bearings 
Bearings for the driveshaft were selected based on operational rpm of the bike, and the 
requirement for them to be flanged. We purchased MSC’s .5in ID 1.375 OD sealed flanged 
bearing. This bearing can withstand speeds of up to 2500 rpm, well above the 1500 rpm limit for 
the shaft they are situated on.  
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Batteries 
Batteries are the components that store electrical energy, allowing for the motor of the 
vehicle in question to run.  There are two types of battery:  non-rechargeable batteries known as 
primary cells and rechargeable batteries known as secondary cells.  Both types of cells operate 
the same way through an electrochemical reaction involving an anode, cathode, and electrolyte 
to produce electrical current.  With primary cells this reaction eventually runs to completion by 
exhausting all electrical potential within the closed system.  However with secondary cells the 
process is reversible, thereby being able to be reused.  Such secondary cells, also known as 
accumulators, can be found in laptop batteries, cellphones, flashlights, and other everyday 
devices that are either plugged in to a power outlet to charge or placed into a charging dock.  For 
an electric motorcycle, high-capacity secondary cell batteries will be used; these will stand as the 
electrical analog for refueling to the chemical gasoline equivalent. 
The material type of the battery determines the long term input voltage and current 
performance for and, as such, was of primary concern the ECEs.  As seen in the table below, 
value analysis was performed for this component.  For the purposes of this MQP, a secondary 
cell is required due to the rechargeable nature.  The main materials that allow recharging are 
nickel cadmium, nickel zinc, nickel metal-hydride, and lithium-ion/lithium-polymer; these are 
respectively listed as NiCd, NiZn, NiMH, and Li-ion/Li-Po on the battery analysis table.  From 
this, material comparison was conducted with respect to specific energy, energy density, specific 
power, the charge and discharge efficiency, self-discharge rate, cycle durability, and nominal cell 
voltage. 
Specific energy is energy per unit of mass, described in the units Wh/kg, and denotes a 
lighter battery as the value increases if the energy were to be kept constant.  Energy density is the 
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amount of energy stored in a specified unit of volume, described in units of Wh/L.  An increase 
in energy density denotes a smaller battery if the intrinsic energy were to be kept constant.  
Specific power, also described as the power-to-weight ratio, is the amount of power in a system 
per unit mass.  The charge and discharge efficiency is the percentage of energy you are able to 
retrieve from the battery after charging; it denotes overall efficiency of the battery as a system.  
Self-discharge rate is the amount at which a battery discharges without external interaction, and 
denotes how good the battery is at retaining its own charge.  Finally, cycle durability is the 
amount of charge-discharge cycles that a battery can go through before the battery begins to 
display a significant charge capacity decrease and the output current characteristic begins to 
degrade. 
After understanding the various aspects under review, value analysis for battery material 
type was conducted. Concerning nickel cadmium, the capacity is undesirable, and these batteries 
contain cadmium which is toxic to the environment.  If the project is to consider an 
environmentally friendly solution to urban transportation, nickel cadmium batteries are not a 
viable option.  Nickel zinc batteries are currently not widely available on the market, and the 
costs would overrun any potential benefit.  Nickel metal-hydride cells have voltage that is lower 
than desired, a highly undesirable self-discharge characteristic and poor charge/discharge 
efficiency.  Finally, Li-ion/Li-Po was selected as the best battery material type to pursue since it 
excelled in most areas except cycle durability and specific power.  However, with cycle 
durability lithium ion/polymer came in second behind nickel cadmium.  Also, specific power 
only came in second to nickel zinc and nickel metal-hydride, and not by a large factor. 
The table below illustrates the different material types under review.  The green markers 
indicate the best or highest value of the specific parameter. 
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Parameter NiCd NiZn NiMH Li-ion/Li-Po 
Specific Energy (Wh/kg) 40-60 100 60-120 100-265 
Energy Density (Wh/L) 50-150 280 140-300 250-730 
Specific Power (W/kg) 150 >900 250-1000 250-340 
Charge/Discharge Efficiency 
(%) 70-90 80 66 80-90 
Self-Discharge rate (%/mo) 10 13 30 (temp dep.) 8-5 
Cycle Durability (cycles) 2000 400-1000 500-1000 400-1200 
Nominal Cell Voltage (V) 1.2 1.65 1.2 
NMC 3.6/3.7, LiFePO4 
3.2 
Table 9. Battery Analysis for Electric Motorbike 
Performing value analysis for Li-ion/Li-Po batteries, the main values under analysis were 
voltage, capacity, and cost.  It was a requirement that the batteries be secondary cell lithium 
configuration.  The main issue encountered was finding appropriate battery charge capacity 
values at an affordable price.  However, the batteries available at the electronics company 
Turnigy were within the desired range below $100. 
The selection is as follows, and may be viewed in the data tables in the appendix: 
 Battery – 12.8Ah 
 Turnigy 9210000018: Rechargeable lithium battery, secondary cell with wire 
termination 
Analog Control Circuit Components 
The control circuits required a fair amount of component analysis and computation in 
order to achieve values. When designing this circuit several decisions were made without one 
explicit reason to use a specific circuit type over another, so everything that is seen from this 
point on is what could have been done differently or better. First it was necessary to produce a 
modifiable square wave. This was done using a comparator, a 555 timer and a DC bias level. 
This circuit was designed for a slightly lower frequency than was previously tested - 18 kHz – 
with full knowledge that component tolerances would likely have an impact on the final 
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frequency output and so long as the result was within 25% of 20 kHz the circuit would fall 
within desired parameters. The 555 timer was used to generate a triangle wave with a frequency 
of 18 kHz by using the following configuration: 
 
Figure 8. Triangle Wave generator, frequency at capacitor output = 18 kHz, with voltage range of 2.13V to 4.27V. 
The values of 10 kΩ and 4nF were chosen specifically to get the 18 kHz output triangle 
wave, following the formula: 
    (  )  
 
      (     )
 
 
     (        )
        1 
Given a 6.4 volt source, this produced an output on the capacitor of the following:  
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Figure 9. This graph shows the capacitor voltage output including start-up transients 
The steady state frequency is approximately 18 kHz, and the voltage range is from 
2.081V to 4.255V. With a volt scale of 2 volts/div, and a time scale of 100 microseconds per 
division, this generates a steady state voltage range of approximately +2.1 to +4.2 volts DC  and 
a frequency of 1/56µS = 17.9kHz. This follows pretty consistently that the voltage high and 
voltage low of the capacitor would be at 2/3 VCC and 1/3 VCC, thus confirming the group’s 
design of the triangle wave generation. 
The DC bias level that was used to set the level of readout of this triangle wave was much 
more complicated to design for a few reasons. The first reason is that one throttle is used 
(modeled as a voltage source) to generate input for an accelerator and a brake. 2 modes. 1 
controller. Secondly, each of these modes needs to produce a duty-cycle range of 10% to 90% so 
that each mode of operation gets its own adjust setting (soft acceleration/ brake to hard 
acceleration / brake). The third complication is that the way the throttle is set up, a full twist 
towards the rider results in hard acceleration, and a full twist away from the rider results in a 
hard brake. This means that somewhere in between those states exist the low duty cycles, and at 
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the half way point on the throttle, the modes swap to invert the functionality. Not to mention the 
DC bias level needed to be mapped to somewhere between 2 and 4 volts otherwise the duty cycle 
would be stuck at 100% duty cycle or 0% duty cycle - an undesired characteristic for a circuit 
that relies on MOSFET switching - as either of these modes would produce a switch in one state 
for as long as the bike is on, potentially resulting in stall.  
The throttle used has a Hall Effect sensor driven output voltage spanning 0.6V to 4.2V. It 
works pretty simply, inside the throttle there is a magnet that moves into and out of a coil 
depending on the position of the throttle. The magnetic field induced by the current flowing 
through the coil is then read off the Hall Effect sensor and converted into a voltage, which in this 
case is the 0.6 to 4.2 volt range mentioned previously. The simulations presented in this report 
model the throttle as a variable voltage source. 
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Figure 10. These two graphs display the ideal mapping of throttle voltages to output voltages used by a comparator to generate 
a modifiable duty cycle. 
This is important to note because the mid voltage of that range is 2.4V, and this is used 
frequently in the upcoming circuit analyses. The curves to the right very much depend on that. 
 
 
 
 
The ranges are separated into 0.6 to 2.3V DC (throttle) mapping to 3.9 to 2.5V DC 
respectively, and 2.4V to 4.2V DC mapping to 2.5V to 2.5V to 3.9V DC respectively. The reader 
can see there’s a zone in between 2.4 and 2.3V where no data is displayed, but this zone is left 
empty purposely because the behavior at these points doesn’t influence the overall design. The 
main takeaway is that one of these graphs is upward sloping and the other is downward sloping, 
and they’re both linear. The solution used to get to this behavior was to use operation amplifiers, 
and a special device was used to switch between the voltage ranges, but this will be discussed 
later. The first Op-Amp that needed to be designed had to take in 0.6 volts on the input and 
output 3.9V DC, and 2.3 volts on the input and output 2.5V DC for its useable range. This 
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produced a slope of 1.4/1.7 V/V (actually negative because of decrease over throttle voltage 
increase). Since the voltage is decreasing over the values from 3.9 volts to 2.5 volts as the 
throttle voltage increases, both attenuation and inversion are necessary. The first Op-Amp circuit 
looks like this: 
 
Figure 11. The first Op-Amp circuit. V1 is V throttle in this instance, and the useable output for this circuit stems from a range of 
0.6 to 2.3 volts on the input in this circuit. 
 
Since the slope of the line is known, the calculation to find out what values the resistors 
should have and the voltage source went as follows. 
1: With an attenuation factor of (-)1.4/1.7, the numerator and denominator was multiplied 
by 500 to get clean resistor value numbers.  
2: 3.9V was needed to show up across the 700 Ohm resistor. Therefore the current 
through the resistor needed to be 5.57mA (Ohm’s Law). In this instance, however, if the circuit 
was left the way it was without adding V2, the desired characteristic would have been unable to 
generate. As a result it was added in and its value was calculated in the next step. The 
introduction of V2 changed the formula for the current going through R7 from IR1 (which started 
off as V1/850) to: 
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((V2-V1)/850) + V2/R7 = IR7.  2 
Solving for V2 yields the following result: 
   (    
  
   
) (
 
   
 
 
  
) 3 
Plugging in the values in figure 4 yielded approximately 2.41V for V2.  
The Brake circuit utilized a similar method of attenuation, but since the slope was rising a 
non-inverting amplifier design was used as seen below: 
 
Figure 12. The first Op-Amp circuit. V1 is V throttle in this instance, and the useable output for this circuit stems from a range of 
2.4 to 4.2 volts on the input in this circuit. 
Much like before, the slope of the graph needed to be calculated in order to find resistor 
values. The slope now was 1.4/1.8, but the method for calculating resistance changed slightly. 
Since it was desirable to attenuate the signal and pass it through to the output with no inversion, 
the inverting pin of the amplifier just needed to go to the output (again resistor there for 
stability), thus requiring the voltage tuning be done on the non-inverting pin. This led to the 
design of a voltage divider. Since 2.4 volts corresponded to 2.5 volts in the design, this wound up 
being some math. The voltage divider formula is Vout = Vin*R5/(R2+R5), but in this case since the 
slope is what is determining the values of resistance, the process is explained below.  
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Since the slope is 1.4V/1.8V, that maps directly to the gain - thus Vout/Vin is 1.4/1.8. So 
R2 was picked to be 500 times 1.8 for a nice clean number, and then R5 was solved for using that 
value of R2.  That yields 
R5 = 700/.22= 3150Ω 4 
The voltage source then needed to be calculated, and this was done just by looking at the 
2.4 to 2.5 voltage level case. At Vout = 2.5V, by these calculations, Vin would need to be 1.8/1.4 
times that, yielding Vin = 3.2143V. Since the voltage input at Vthrottle starts out with a value of 
2.4V, V3 was added in series and its value was set equal to the difference of Vin and Vthrottle, 
which wound up being 814.3mV DC. 
DC sweeps were run on each of these while in simulation mode to see if the voltage 
outputs matched the expected results, and the reader can see the simulated results below. 
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Figure 13. This series of graphs displays the acceleration and braking simulated DC outputs over a range of throttle inputs. 
 
It is visible that the slopes of these functions correspond exactly with the theoretical 
1.4/1.8 and (-)1.4/1.7, and the measured positions match the desired positions for each mode. 
Switching between these two modes proved to be a little more difficult to do. The solution used 
involves running both of these Operation Amplifier circuits all the time the bike is on, then 
swapping between modes using an analog multiplexer (2 to 1) using a control pin powered by the 
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output of a comparator. The comparator checks to see if the voltage level is at or above 2.4 V to 
switch between states (logic level 0 when below, logic level 1 when above). The circuit 
responsible for this activity can be seen below.  
 
Figure 14. The mode selection output for the mode selection switch and multiplexer control 
This circuit checks the throttle voltage (shown on Throttle_Out in this model) against a 
2.5V DC upper threshold and 2.3V lower threshold to simulate hysteresis. If the value on 
Throttle_Out is higher, the output goes to 9V DC, otherwise the output is 0V DC. The output of 
this circuit is at the 2 pin of the LM339AJ comparator. This circuit looks at the threshold voltage 
generated by the 9 volt source and the voltage divider (picked specifically to get 2.5V at the 
upper comparator non-inverting input and 2.3V at the lower comparator inverting input) and the 
throttle voltage. When Throttle_Out crosses the non-inverting threshold of the upper comparator, 
the output mode swaps between 0V and 9V. This is then sent to the Analog Multiplexer control 
switch through the output of the 7432 OR gate to determine which of the operation amplifier 
outputs gets sent to the input of the comparator looking at the triangle wave generated by the 555 
timer, which finally transforms the throttle output DC voltage bias level into a variable duty-
cycle square wave pulse. The initial results of this circuit configuration before everything was 
given the final round of testing and modification as a unified circuit can be seen below. 
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Figure 15. Roughly 90% duty cycle @ VThrot = 0.6V 
 
Figure 16. Roughly 10% duty cycle @ VThrot = 2.3V 
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Figure 17. Roughly 10% duty cycle @ VThrot = 2.4V 
 
Figure 18. Roughly 90% duty cycle @ VThrot = 4.2V 
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Duty Cycle Variance of Pulse Waveform 
Controller 
Vthrottle 
(V) 
Duty Cycle 
(%) 
Frequency 
(kHz) 
High time 
(uS) 
0.6 
83.3
952 15.33 54.4 
0.7 
82.7
82 15.33 54 
0.8 
82.1
688 15.33 53.6 
0.9 
82.1
688 15.33 53.6 
1 
81.5
556 15.33 53.2 
1.1 
81.5
556 15.33 53.2 
1.2 
79.7
16 15.33 52 
1.3 
75.4
236 15.33 49.2 
1.4 
71.1
312 15.33 46.4 
1.5 
67.4
52 15.33 44 
1.6 
58.8
672 15.33 38.4 
1.7 
56.4
144 15.33 36.8 
1.8 
53.9
616 15.33 35.2 
1.9 
51.5
088 15.33 33.6 
2 
46.6
032 15.33 30.4 
2.1 
43.5
372 15.33 28.4 
2.2 
30.6
6 15.33 20 
2.3 
34.3
392 15.33 22.4 
2.4 
34.9
524 15.33 22.8 
2.5 37.4 15.33 24.4 
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052 
2.6 
40.4
712 15.33 26.4 
2.7 
42.9
24 15.33 28 
2.8 
44.7
636 15.33 29.2 
2.9 
47.2
164 15.33 30.8 
3 
54.5
748 15.33 35.6 
3.1 
57.6
408 15.33 37.6 
3.2 
62.5
464 15.33 40.8 
3.3 
64.9
992 15.33 42.4 
3.4 
68.6
784 15.33 44.8 
3.5 
74.1
972 15.33 48.4 
3.6 
77.2
632 15.33 50.4 
3.7 
81.5
556 15.33 53.2 
3.8 
85.8
48 15.33 56 
3.9 
89.5
272 15.33 58.4 
4 
93.8
196 15.33 61.2 
4.1 
98.1
12 15.33 64 
4.2 100 15.33 - 
Table 10. Actual duty cycle measurements from circuit bench test. 
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Figure 19. Duty Cycle over full range of throttle voltage for bench-tested circuit. 
Raw Materials 
Many of the components for the bike were machined by the mechanical engineers from 
raw materials, mostly carbon steel and aluminum. The following parts were created this way, 
following certain design constraints set forth by the above components: 
 1” Steel tubing for frame additions 
 ¼” thick Acrylic electronics/ battery covers 
 Aluminum bearing holds 
 Aluminum middle shaft 
 Steel motor mount plate 
 Aluminum motor cradle 
 Aluminum gear mounting plate 
 Key stock 
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These raw materials were sourced mostly through companies such as Peterson Steel 
Corporation and Ultimate Plastics. However some parts, the steel motor mount plate for 
example, were machined from scrap in the WPI shops. Resources made available to us by WPI 
as well as outside vendors were utilized throughout the selection and fabrication of components 
for this project. 
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Final Design 
Mechanical Design 
The final mechanical design encompasses the modified frame, the drivetrain, and all the 
structural and mounting components that allow the bike to function.  
Frame 
The frame addition is a new frame section behind the front wheel, attached primarily to 
the bottom bracket of the bike. The frame addition was constructed out of steel tubing, allowing 
it to be welded to the similar steel tubing of the bike frame. Additionally, there are several bars 
normal to the frame that serve to support the gear plate that holds the drivetrain together. One of 
the tubes on the frame addition also serves as the foot pegs for the rider.  
 
Figure 20. Original SolidWorks frame addition design 
Once the frame was fabricated, the CAD model had to be adjusted to account for 
differences between the model and what we actually received. Most notably, the two longest bars 
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on the frame addition were welded with their ends further apart, rotating the entire bottom 
bracket upwards several degrees. This slight change required several design changes in the bike 
to account for, most notably a more robust and larger motor cradle. 
 
Figure 21. CAD model of the frame addition that was received 
The advantage of this frame addition design is that it allows us to secure the motor where 
its weight will contribute to a low center of gravity for the bike. This frame addition was 
designed to provide a low slung platform for the motor to be mounted without interfering with 
the riding dynamics of the motorbike.  
Motor Mounting 
Due to the dimensions of the selected motor, there was very little wriggle room on where 
the motor could be mounted. Additionally, the motor only has two shallow threaded holes 
mounted longitudinally along its belly, so it was determined that some side-to-side stabilization 
would be required.  
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A plate with two slots in it was designed to be the primary mounting surface for the 
motor. The slots allow the motor to move forward and backwards during the mounting process to 
allow for loose tolerances and ensure contact between drive gears. It was decided that this plate 
should be steel, to allow it to be easily welded to the frame additions. 
 
Figure 22. CAD model of motor mounting plate 
Originally, the frame addition was designed such that the motor could be bolted directly 
to the mounting plate and still be able to slide towards the bottom bracket far enough to let the 
gears mesh. However, because the measurements of the fabricated frame were non-trivially 
different than those of the CAD model, it was impossible for the motor to be mounted directly to 
the gear plate and still allow the gears to be in contact. Luckily, a motor cradle was necessary to 
limit rocking anyway, so the original motor cradle design was modified such that it raised the 
motor and allowed the gears to still mesh.  
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Figure 23. CAD model of motor cradle on mounting plate 
 
Figure 24. CAD model including motor mounted 
Drivetrain 
The design of the drivetrain had two main goals. First, it must transfer power across the 
distance from where the motor is mounted to the rear wheel of the bike. Second, it must produce 
a desirable speed at the rear wheel during the most efficient torque and power rpm band of the 
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motor. To achieve these goals, and gear and sprocket reduction was selected. The gear/gear 
reduction is the largest reduction, and the sprocket/sprocket reduction covers the most distance.  
84 Tooth Gear 
As is covered in Component Selection, two gears were chosen for the gear reduction 
based on several design considerations, most notably a minimum center distance of 3in. Thus, 
other considerations such as weight were not optimized for. This resulted in an 84 tooth 16 pitch 
gear with a sizable hub that weighed about seven pounds. Because of geometric considerations 
having to do with the length of the motor, this gear must be placed at the end of a heavily 
cantilevered shaft.  
To reduce bending stresses on the shaft, it was decided that the hub should be milled off 
of the 84 tooth gear and several holes cut into it to reduce weight. Before the gear was machined, 
finite element analysis was performed on the lightened design to ensure structural integrity.  
 
Figure 25. FEA of lightened gear in Solidworks showing deformation 
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Worst case constraints were set for FEA including the max load directly applied to one 
tooth tangential to the gear. The gear was fixed at its center. It is important to note that the 
highest stress concentrations do not change from those in an unmodified gear, that is, they are 
directly behind the tooth that the load is applied to. This indicates that the modified gear will still 
fail in the manner which it was designed, and therefore modifications won’t strongly affect the 
structural integrity.  
After fabrication, the gear ended up being about 60% lighter, thus reducing stress on the 
shaft.  
Middle Shaft 
The placement of the shaft in the drivetrain was determined by preexisting frame 
geometry. It was decided that the bottom bracket of the bike frame should be utilized as the 
mount for the driveshaft, as the bottom bracket was already designed to handle high loads.  
Fixing the drive shaft to the bottom bracket also offered the advantage that on the original 
bike there already existed a sprocket and chain power transfer system in exactly that location. 
Therefore, a path for the chain was clear of any obstructions.  
A steel stepped shaft was designed to hold the gear and sprocket in place laterally, and 
keyways were milled to hold the gear and sprocket rotationally. There are also steps to hold the 
shaft in place in relation to the bearings. This was to avoid dependence on set screws and to 
avoid the complications of fabricating a hexagonal shaft.  
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Figure 26. CAD model of stepped shaft with keyways 
The flanged bearings that support the shaft are covered in more detail in Component 
Selection, but they were chosen to fit into the bottom bracket of the bike. A bearing collar that 
fits inside the bottom bracket was designed to provide a smooth and relatively flat point of 
contact for the bearings. The outside bearing works in tandem with the gear housing, discussed 
below.  
Gear Plate 
The two bars above the bottom bracket and the two parallel bars on the frame addition act 
as mounting points for the gear plate to hold the drivetrain. Small steel plates are welded to the 
ends of these bars, and provide a solid plane of contact for the gear plate to be mounted against. 
The outer bearing collar is mounted to the outside of the gear plate, but extends through a hole in 
the gear plate to provide a fixture for the outer bearing and the shaft. An exploded view of the 
most complex part of the drivetrain is shown below. 
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Figure 27. Exploded view of the shaft assembly 
Note that the entire shaft assembly is held together compressively from the outside of the 
bike. It was designed in that manner for ease of disassembly and so that the individual parts like 
the gear plate are modular and desensitized imperfections in fabrication. For example, the outer 
bearing collar can be located such that the drive shaft is normal to the bottom bracket of the bike 
frame, even if the gear plate is not precisely parallel with the frame. Below is a picture showing 
the shaft assembly as it appears on the final motorbike.  
 
Figure 28. Fully assembled drive shaft assembly. 
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Electronics/Battery Case 
The electronics/battery case was designed to hold all of the electrical components 
necessary to run the motorbike. The main design considerations were flexibility, weight 
distribution, and convenience. It was important for this part of the design to be flexible because it 
had to be fabricated before the physical electrical components were done and their measurements 
were final. Therefore, it had to have enough room to fit a variety of sizes and shapes of circuit 
boards. This part was also to hold the batteries, so it had to allow them to be held as low to the 
ground as possible to keep the motorbike maneuverable in turns. Finally, this part must also be 
easy to remove so that the circuits remained easily maintained. The final design for the 
electronics/battery case is shown below. 
 
Figure 29. Electronics/Battery case 
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Electrical Design 
Final Motor Drive Circuit 
The final motor drive circuit involved a DC-AC-DC converter, where the input DC 
voltage from the battery source was converted to AC using a centertap transformer and the pulse-
width modulation of the MOSFETs.  The secondary side voltage waveform was then rectified in 
order to be used effectively for the DC brushed motor.  The circuit schematic for the motor drive 
circuit is shown below. 
 
Figure 30.  Circuit Schematic for the Motor Drive Circuit  
The electrical circuit is presented on the left.  The battery source is represented by the 
32V Vin DC voltage source, which then feeds into the middle leg of the centertap transformer 
primary.  Each primary has a switching circuit to simulate an AC waveform from the DC voltage 
source; this is achieved with the switches S1 and S2 and square wave pulse voltage waveforms 
Vp1 and Vp2.  The pulse voltages and switches come from the analog control circuits; the 
symbols used in the electric motor drive circuit are stand-ins in order to simplify circuit 
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simulation.  Both switches have RC diode snubbers to provide protection for the circuit in 
simulation, and also to help achieve convergence in the Allegro AMS Simulator. 
The secondary side connects to a full-wave diode rectification bridge in order to convert 
the AC waveform to a DC voltage to be used by the DC brushed motor.  The motor in simulation 
is represented by a series resistance and inductance, labelled Rm and Lm respectively.  The 
dependent voltage source VD indicates the electromotive force, which is the physical reaction of 
the motor to the application of an electric field to the internal windings. 
The mechanical characteristics that would result from driving the motor are represented 
by the right circuit.  The torque of the system is represented by a dependent source voltage 
Etorque.  The inertia of the motor is represented by an inductor Linertia, while drag is signified 
by the resistor Rdrag.  Any opposing external forces to the bike are denoted by the Vload voltage 
source.  Finally, VF stands for the effect of emf on the physical characteristics of the electric 
motorbike. 
Final Braking Regeneration Circuit 
The braking regeneration circuit occurs when the electric motorbike is coasting or 
braking, which allows for the motor to act as a voltage source dependent on the rotational speed 
of the wheels.  The schematic for the braking regeneration circuit is shown below. 
 
Figure 31. Circuit Schematic for Braking Regeneration 
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This circuit involves the motor as a dependent voltage source E1.  Following this is a 
dummy voltage VD, which has a voltage value of zero in order to optimally analyze current flow 
from the motor.  The inductor L3 is for turning the motor voltage source into a current source by 
periodically gathering and releasing charge depending on the switching duty cycle.  This 
switching duty cycle is controlled by the pulse voltage waveform represented by VP2, while the 
switch is signified by S2.  These two components are the same as in the motor drive circuit, in 
that they also symbolize the analog control circuits.  The diode D permits unidirectional current 
flow when the current is pulsed into the battery.  Finally, the battery bank acts as a load in the 
braking regeneration circuit to be recharged. 
 For the Braking Regeneration data analysis, time frames are examined over an interval of 
5 seconds.  This is deemed a reasonable normal time for smooth braking, which is the desired 
type of braking regeneration to perform for the Electric Motorbike.  Additionally, this is an 
interval that the AMS Simulator program can handle; any greater and performance issues with 
the software suite start to occur. 
Initial velocity is set to 32.66 rad/s for wheel speed. 
Analysis involves simulation of the electrical and mechanical characteristics through 
PSpice in the Allegro AMS Simulator for electric motorbike regenerative braking.  Electrical 
includes current, voltage, and power measurements; mechanical evaluation includes velocity and 
acceleration measurements. 
Final Analog Control Systems 
The initial control circuit design ended up being much simpler than the final design. All 
of the simulated and measured results from the bench tests were products of many power 
supplies acting as the throttle output and voltage sources. One of the circuits in the original 
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design used 6.4V (the 555 timer pulse generator) and the other used a 9V source. The voltage 
references were also taken off voltage sources, and in the final circuit these were replaced by 
official voltage outputs from Zener diode configurations. The circuit will be introduced in its full 
form before analysis, see the figure below. An enlarged version of this Figure can be seen in 
Appendix C. 
There are very few similarities between the previous simulated circuit elements and what 
is here now. A simple explanation for that will be delved into one element at a time.  
 
Figure 32. The final control schematic, mounted on perfboard 
 The circuit element blown up from the larger diagram above is the singular 9V source 
that now powers everything. There are two branches off this 9V source and a wire going towards 
space. This “hanging wire” goes up to power all the chips in the mode selection circuit and the 
duty-cycle variation circuit. The Zener diodes D1 and D2 are responsible for setting the voltage 
references for the op-amp circuits in the original design and the 555 timer source voltage 
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respectively. The resistor values have been chosen to result in a current of 20mA through the 
Zener diodes, as that is the current they are rated for. The calculation to determine their value is 
shown below, and they are denoted as Rz1 and Rz2 respectively. 
    (       )        5  
    (       )        6 
 
Figure 33. Final schematic source 
Since Vcc is 9 volts, Vz1 and Vz2 have their voltage ratings given for the 20mA rating in 
their data sheets as their rated value, the voltage across the current setting resistor is necessarily 
the difference between the source voltage and the rated voltage across the Zener. Following that, 
the circuit current must be 20mA in order for the Zener diode to output the rated voltage level, 
the resistance value is simply that voltage difference divided by the rated 20mA current in each 
instance. R1 wound up being 250Ω, and R2 130Ω. There was a third Zener diode branch because 
Multisim didn’t have what would have been required to show the Hall Effect sensor output 
except that variable DC voltage source.  
 The throttle deserves its own particular mention because in the lower limit wasn’t 0.6 
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in and it stopped working. When testing the throttle on the full circuit the team noticed a few 
things while testing. The first thing was that the group was not receiving the voltage at the input 
that was coming out of the throttle. What should have been 920mV was 2V. It turns out 741 
Operation Amplifiers have a low end voltage limit that is about 1.5 above their low end, and the 
team were operating at 920mV. Astoundingly, the group had the foresight to put a unity gain 
buffer between the throttle output and the rest of the circuit and change the amplifiers. This 
buffer was critical because the resistors the team used to construct the circuit were all on the 
order of thousands of ohms – nothing broke 3k, and the output impedance of the throttle wound 
up pretty close to 3kΩ. This is an uncharacteristically high value for impedance. Luckily the 
unity gain buffer fixed that problem for us before it became a big deal by putting the voltage 
level at the output of the throttle across a much smaller resistance so the loads could handle it 
better. Next, the duty cycle controller will be discussed – the operation amplifier circuits. 
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Figure 34. Duty-cycle modulator 
As before, the power source with the Zener diodes is at the left-most end of this image, 
but has changed from the power supply reference voltage to a more stable source. Parallel to D1 
is three resistors in series. Their values were chosen so as to create the two independent voltage 
source references to the operation amplifiers where the extra sources used to be. In the top op 
amp, the value of the resistors were adjusted to accommodate the shift in the low end of the 
throttle range. Otherwise, the top operation amplifier did not change. Resistors on the non-
inverting end changed to make the range accommodation as well, but a couple more op-amps 
were added in there that need explaining. A unity gain buffer separating the second voltage 
reference from the 1kΩ resistor to follow its output was needed. The reason for this is similar to 
the reason why the throttle wouldn’t have worked if the group connected it without the buffer. 
The load would have been much smaller than the output impedance of the “source” (4kΩ) and 
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the current levels would have been all messed up. The unity gain buffer just separated the two 
impedances from each other. The second op amp looking to the right is in averaging 
configuration- it takes the voltage from the throttle at the output of its buffer and adds it to the 
voltage at the output of the reference buffer and then divides that by two. This operation 
amplifier is connected with negative feedback and a non-inverting gain of 2 so as to negate the 
effect of the averaging and leave only the sum of the two input voltages. This is then passed 
through the value updated voltage divider (calculated the same way as before), and passed 
through to the input of the analog multiplexer, which is one of the few things in this circuit that 
did not change, aside from the 555 timer because the team kept the voltage the same with a 6.4V 
Zener diode because the group didn’t want to redesign the entire circuit.  
In future iterations, 20mA could be reduced from the final circuit current. This circuit 
wasn’t designed for optimization – it was designed to work. More along the lines of the analog 
multiplexer is that it also has a “hanging” wire coming into it from somewhere else. This will be 
discussed now. 
 
Figure 35. Mode selection 
This is the last part of the circuit. Mode swapping is its purpose, and it uses a relay to do 
so. The “hanging” wire from the 7432 OR gate goes to the analog multiplexer, just like before, 
and otherwise nothing is different. The relay in this picture shows the 9 volt Vcc is the common 
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to the relay switches in this case. The LEDs are implemented for visual confirmation that the 
bike changed states – green is braking and red is motor – and the common for these LEDs isn’t 
the connection to the final motor and brake circuit batteries. The relay, while most definitely 
being a SPDT switch controlled by a coil current, has two SPDT switches mirrored on both 
sides, and one of the common and NC NO pins on that side of the relay are disconnected from 
the other common NC and NO pins. This allows the switching between two commons and up to 
4 circuits off of the same relay. The common that isn’t the 9V Vcc is the 32V Li-Ion battery 
bank, and that connects back and forth from the primary side of the transformer to the cathode 
side of the braking diode.  
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Fabrication 
Various methods and tools were used by both the electrical and mechanical side of the 
MQP team to fabricate the motorbike. These methods include: 
 Soldering 
 Wiring 
 CNC Mill 
 Manual Mill 
 Drill Tap 
 Hand Drill 
 Manual Lathe 
 CNC Lathe 
 MIG/ TIG Welder 
 Laser Cutter 
 Sand Blaster 
 Vertical and Horizontal Band Saw 
 Belt Sander 
 Angle Grinder 
 Sheet metal bender 
These tools and methods were used with the assistance of Washburn Shops and Higgins 
shop at WPI. The following sections describe in detail how these methods were used to fabricate 
or adjust each of the individual components for the final bike. 
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Frame Addition 
 
Figure 36. Original SolidWorks frame addition design 
The additional tubing added to the frame was machined by Blackstone Valley Regional 
Vocational Technical High School. The machining modifications to the individual weld pieces 
were too complex for the machinery at the WPI shops. A welding jig was also created, and 
provided the cut pieces and the jig to Fitchburg Welding Co. where it was welded.  
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84 Tooth Gear 
 
Figure 37. CAD model of modified 84 tooth gear 
The process of removing material to lighten the 84 tooth gear was performed in 
Washburn Shops here at WPI. ESPRIT was used as the CAM software. After a lengthy and 
surprisingly complex process to fixture the gear itself, the gear was machined over the course of 
several hours in a Haas mini-mill. The photos below show the process of machining the gear. 
The weight of the gear was reduced by 60%. After the gear was machined, it was broached for a 
3/16ths key. 
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Figure 38. 84 Tooth gear fixtured for machining 
 
Figure 39. Machining the hub from 84T gear. Notice the tight tolerance around the mounting bolt 
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Figure 40. The gear post-machining and with the keyway broached in it. 
16 Tooth Gear 
 
Figure 41. CAD model of the 16 tooth gear 
The 16 tooth gear was to be tapped with a reverse thread to screw onto the motor shaft. 
Several complications were encountered in this process, not the least of which was an apparent 
eccentricity in the lathe that was used. The first attempt to manufacture this gear did not succeed 
due to the aforementioned lathe eccentricity, and another had to be purchased. A lathe was used 
to widen the inside bore of the gear, and then a tap was used to create the reverse threading. The 
second gear also had some eccentricity, but it was not as bad as the first gear and considered 
within tolerances. After the gear was drilled and tapped, a hole was drilled through the gear and 
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the motor shaft for a steel spring pin to be pressed through. Finally, the hub of the gear was 
removed with a hacksaw to allow it to fit behind the gear plate.  
Rear Wheel Hub/ Sprocket Mount 
The cassette that came attached to the original rear wheel of the donor bike was modified 
to hold the aluminum rear sprocket. The center hole of the rear sprocket was widened using a 
CNC mill. Seven holes were machined around the perimeter to allow us to fix the rear sprocket 
to one of the bike’s original rear sprockets with machine screws. This assembly was then 
mounted to the rear wheel hub using the original bike’s hardware. The hub was then fixed with a 
series of spot welds to prevent freewheeling.  
Keys 
Keyways were broached by hand into the 84 tooth gear and the 18 tooth sprocket with 
help from WPI’s Higgins shop. Compatible keyways were milled into the shaft by way of a 
manual mill. Then, 3/16” key stock was purchased from Grainger to create the keys. They were 
cut down by hacksaw into lengths of ¾” and 1-1/2”. 
Drive Shaft 
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Figure 42. CAD model of shaft 
The drive shaft fastens into a bearing in the bottom bracket of the bike and bearing on the 
other end which is mounted to the aluminum gear mounting plate. It was manufactured for us by 
Phillips Precision as a donation to the project. As noted above, the mechanical engineers milled 
the keyways into the shaft using a manual mill.  
Inner Bearing Collar 
 
Figure 43. CAD model of inner bearing collar 
The inner bearing collar was machined out of steel stock on a lathe. It was then 
hammered into the bike’s bottom bracket. It is worth noting that some material was removed 
from the bike’s bottom bracket to allow tolerances for the press fit of the inner bearing collar. 
That material removal was accomplished with a hand-held dremel tool. 
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Outer Bearing Collar 
 
Figure 44. CAD model of outer bearing collar 
The original design for the outer bearing collar was machined out of steel stock. 
Unfortunately, the inner diameter of the part was not within tolerances to fit the bearing, so a 
new collar had to be redone. In the process of making the new outer bearing collar, a few design 
revisions were made so that the part changed dimensions and the material changed to aluminum. 
This part was first cut on a lathe in WPI’s Higgins shop, and then the radial holes were done by 
hand with a manual mill.  
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Motor Mounting Plate 
 
Figure 45. CAD model of motor mounting plate 
The motor mounting plate was cut by Hydro Cutter with a water jet cutter from a steel 
plate. The original size and location of the motor mounting holes were slightly off, so they were 
widened with a manual mill in WPI’s Higgins shop.  Finally, an angle grinder was used to 
remove material from the bottom of the mounting plate to allow it to lay flat on the frame over 
several weld beads.  
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Gear Mounting Plate 
 
Figure 46. CAD model of gear mounting plate 
The gear mounting plate was originally cut by Hydro Cutter on a water jet cutter from an 
aluminum plate. A hole was cut in to it to allow the outer bearing collar to pass through with a 
CNC mill in WPI’s Higgins shop. Next, a drill press was used to cut mounting holes for both the 
oval frame mounts and for the outer bearing collar.  
Motor Cradle 
 
Figure 47. CAD model of Motor Cradle 
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The motor cradle was CNC machined out of a block of aluminum stock in WPI’s 
Washburn Shop. A Haas mini-mill was used for this process. A vertical band saw was used to 
cut notches to fit into the frame, and then an angle grinder was used to refine the shape for a 
better fit. Finally, a manual mill in WPI’s Higgins shop was used to drill holes for the motor 
mounting bolts to pass through.  
Electronics and Battery Casing 
 
Figure 48. CAD model of electronics and battery casing 
The casing for the electronics and battery covers were originally going to be cut out of a 
polycarbonate sheet. However, it was decided to cut these parts out of ¼ inch acrylic sheet from 
Ultimate Plastics. This design change was due to price and convenience of machining. The 
acrylic was cheaper and easier to work with, being that it was easy to laser cut. Also, it was 
decided that the forces on the casings would be within tolerances, as the only loads they would 
be subject to consist of the weight of the batteries and various light electrical circuits. 
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Lexan Component Shields 
The final fabricated parts for the bike was the Lexan coverings for the transformer, Diode 
Rectification Bridge and drivetrain. The Lexan sheet was purchased through Ultimate Plastics, 
the same company through which the Acrylic electronics and battery casings were obtained. The 
sheet was cut using a band saw into pieces that were bent around the transformer and Diode 
Bridge and set onto the rear wheel rack using a sheet metal bender. Another long piece of Lexan 
was also wrapped around and mounted onto the aluminum gear mount plate. The several pieces 
of Lexan can be seen in Figures 44 and 45 below. Another two trapezoidal pieces of Lexan were 
cut to mount the circuit breaker to the frame addition as seen in Figure 45 below as well. 
 
Figure 49. Lexan transformer and diode bridge shields 
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Figure 50. Lexan drivetrain cover and switch mount 
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Results and Conclusion 
The challenge set forth by this MQP team was met with a pragmatic appreciation of the 
project’s broad scope. There were numerous facets that determined success in this MQP, and 
overcoming those obstacles developed the team’s understanding of the multidisciplinary and 
deeply varied challenges inherit to this type of engineering project. 
Results 
An attempt to test the motorbike was made. Current levels to the relay contact in the 
motor control circuit reached critical ampacity and destroyed the relay, and rendered the motor 
control circuitry inoperable. Immediately before the relay was destroyed, the motorbike did jerk 
forward slightly, proving that power was sent through the drivetrain to the rear wheel. A redesign 
of motor control circuit would be necessary to restore functionality to the bike.  
Project Limitations 
Through the course of this project the team has encountered many setbacks that has led to 
the inability to complete the objectives to the best of the group’s ability. There are both external 
and internal obstacles that the group encountered. Listed below are all of the setbacks 
experienced throughout the project: 
 Changing of the SEPIC to transformer motor circuit 
 Excessive and repetitive simulation analyses 
 External and internal parts machined (lead times longer than anticipated) 
 Design and construction of welding jig 
 Delays in ordering and shipment of parts 
 Communication 
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 Inadequate machining experience 
 Limited funding 
Project Sustainability 
This project will be an ongoing effort to maximize the energy use of electric motorbikes 
for urban use. As a test bed, it will provide a platform for future projects to continue researching 
and developing a more proficient regeneration system, a lighter frame, and reduction of overall 
cost. Prospective students and staff interested in researching and developing methods to more 
effectively recover this energy should take note of this project and the progress made to establish 
a workable test bed for future study. 
Future Work 
There were various technical limitations that the MQP group faced in developing this 
testbed. For the groups that continue this MQP in future years, the following technical 
considerations may be implemented: 
 More robust mounting solution for non-PCB electrical components 
 Change transformer location to optimize weight distribution 
 Wiring harness to neaten wires 
 Full twist throttle 
 Modern mechanical brakes 
 Better wheel bearings/tune bike frame 
 Paint frame to avoid corrosion 
 Proper wire interconnects 
 Relay contacts to be rated for higher current levels 
 Consider different methods of DC-DC conversion (i.e SEPIC) 
 Lower power dissipation through analog control systems 
 Consider changing method of duty-cycle modulation to microcontroller. 
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 Improved battery capacity 
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Appendix B: Operations Manual 
Our prototype hasn’t reached the working state with all the systems interacting properly. 
Theoretically, this bike will have a maximum speed of roughly 13.4m/s (about 30mph) and a 
cruising speed of about 11.2m/s (about 25 mph). The idea is a short battery life with a relatively 
small recharge time that would allow the vehicle to be charged at any AC outlet rather quickly. 
This is so that the operator of the vehicle could just plug it in and be ready to ride for around 15 
miles without regeneration after a short amount of time charging.  
The goal of this project, of course as the title implies, is to offer a regenerative braking 
solution to the bike to recover some of the energy that would otherwise be lost to the brakes as 
heat energy. Both the control over speed and the control over this energy regeneration are 
governed by the position of a half-twist throttle mounted on the handlebars to the right while 
riding. 
The motorbike is in braking mode from lowest intensity up to highest intensity when the 
throttle is between the resting position and the halfway point. When the halfway point is reached, 
a relay will make an audible click, the red LED will light up, and the bike will enter into motor 
mode. The bike will accelerate slowly if the throttle is incremented gradually after the halfway 
point. If the throttle is twisted too rapidly, there are fail safes that will prevent damage to the bike 
and rider from accelerating out of control.  
When the throttle is rotated back towards the halfway point, the relay will engage the 
braking regeneration circuit and the green LED will turn on. The motorbike will begin capturing 
energy at the highest rate. Simultaneously with energy capture enabled, the motorbike will begin 
braking. 
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The circuit controlling this throttle is driven by a separate power source than the power 
electronics. The motor power source needs to be recharged approximately every hour on the 
present bike model, based on how long it’s been braking versus how long it’s been driving in 
motor mode. Presently the batteries are Li-Po secondary cells, therefore they are rechargeable. 
Even if the Li-Po cells fully deplete their charge, they still have the capability of being used in 
normal operation.  
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Appendix C: Circuit Code & Simulations 
This appendix contains all of the simulations and circuit code for the electrical portions of 
the project.  The circuit code is PSpice, used in Allegro AMS Circuit Simulator.  The circuits 
were implemented in Multisim with analog analysis performed in the software suite. 
Motor Drive Circuit Code 
MQP: Transformer DC-DC Converter Test 
 
*****Primary***** 
Vin MID 0 32 
S1 POS 0 s 0 SWITCH 
;Vp1 s 0 PULSE(0 5 0 50n 50n {D} 100u) 
S2 NEG 0 t 0 SWITCH 
;Vp2 t 0 PULSE(0 5 50u 50n 50n {D} 100u) 
 
*****Duty Cycle Modulation***** 
Vcar car 0 0.5 
Rin car car2 1G 
Vtri car2 0 PULSE(0 5 0 {T2} {T2} 0 {T}) 
 
Ecar car0 0 VALUE={V(car)} 
Rin2 car0 car3 1G 
Vtri2 car3 0 PULSE(0 5 {T2} {T2} {T2} 0 {T}) 
 
Ed s 0 TABLE {V(car,car2)}= (-10,0) (-10u,0) (10u,5) (10,5) 
Ed2 t 0 TABLE {V(car0,car3)}= (-10,0) (-10u,0) (10u,5) (10,5) 
;Rop s 0 100 
 
.PARAM f={20k} 
.PARAM T={1/f} 
.PARAM T2={T/2} 
 
*****Snubbers***** 
X1 POS 0 SNUBS      ;Snubber for Switch 1 (S1) 
X2 NEG 0 SNUBS      ;Snubber for Switch 2 (S2) 
;X3 POS MID SNUBS     ;Snubber for CTXformer Top 
;X4 NEG MID SNUBS     ;Snubber for CTXformer Bottom 
;X5 B A SNUBS      ;Snubber for CTXformer secondary 
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*****Secondary*****         
 ;Full-Wave Rectifier 
D1 A 1 DIODE 
D2 B 1 DIODE 
D3 0 A DIODE 
D4 0 B DIODE 
 
*****Models***** 
.model DIODE D(RS=875m, BV=300) 
.model SWITCH Vswitch(Ron=1m, Roff=1G, Von=1, Voff=0) 
 
*****Motor*****          
 ;Load, actual values 
Rm 1 2 8.53 
;Cm 1 0 1.164n IC=0 
Lm 2 3 2.654m IC=0 
VD 3 0 0 
 
*****Mechanical Circuit***** 
Etorque W 0 VALUE = {.1*I(VD)}    ;Mechanical Torque 
Linertia W X 0.119 IC=0     ;Inertia, has initial condition of rad/s 
RDrag X Y 46.102m      ;Drag resistance 
Vload Y Z 113.4m      ;Load based voltage 
VF Z 0 0       ;Dummy voltage for radial velocity 
 
*****XFORMER***** 
Lp1 POS MID 60.296u IC=0 
Lp2 MID NEG 60.296u IC=0 
Ls1 A B 1.5m IC=0 
 
Rp1 POS MID 1G 
Rp2 MID NEG 1G 
Rs1 A B 1G 
 
;Rs1 r 0 1 
 
K1 Lp1 Lp2 0.9999999 
K2 Lp1 Ls1 0.9999999 
K3 Lp2 Ls1 0.9999999 
 
 
*****XFORMER***** 
;X A B POS MID NEG CTXFORMER 
 
;K1 Llp1 Lls1 0.9999999 
;K2 Llp1 Lls2 0.9999999 
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;K3 Lls1 Lls2 0.9999999 
 
*****XFORMER Subcircuit***** 
;.subckt CTXFORMER   p1pos p1neg s1pos s12mid s2neg 
 
;.param np1=1m 
;.param ns1=60.296u 
;.param ns2=60.296u 
;.param Lmag=1m 
;.param Lleakage=10u 
;.param Rcoil=0.8 
 
***Primary coil 1 
;Llp1 p1pos p1mid {Lleakage} 
;Rp1 p1mid p1coil {Rcoil} 
;G1 p1coil p1neg value={-1/np1*(ns1*I(Es1)+ns2*I(Es2))} 
 
***Secondary coil 1 
;Lls1 s1pos s1mid {Lleakage} 
;Rs1 s1mid s1coil {Rcoil} 
;Es1 s1coil s12mid value={V(p1pos,p1neg)*ns1/np1} 
 
***Secondary coil 2 
;Lls2 s12mid s2mid {Lleakage} 
;Rs2 s2mid s2coil {Rcoil} 
;Es2 s2coil s2neg value={V(p1pos,p1neg)*ns2/np1} 
 
***Core 
;Lmag p1coil p1neg {Lmag} 
 
;.ends 
******************** 
 
 
*****Snubber Subcircuit***** 
.subckt SNUBS snub1 snub3 
 
Csnub snub1 snub2 20u IC=0 
Dsnub snub2 snub3 DIODE 
Rsnub snub2 snub3 100 
 
.ends 
******************** 
 
;.param D={49u} 
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.probe 
;.step Vcar 0.5 2.5 1 
.tran 3m 3m 0 10u UIC 
.end   
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Motor Drive Circuit Simulation 
The following plots were produced using the previously described code for the motor 
drive circuit in the Allegro AMS Simulator. 
 
 
Figure 51. PSpice Simulation of Motor Drive Circuit 
In the figure above, the top plot describes the average motor voltage and, in black, the 
middle leg voltage of the centertap transformer.  The middle plot describes the current through 
the motor, while the bottom plot illustrates the radial speed of the mechanical simulated system.  
All plots are analyzed over 3ms of time, and at varying duty cycles; purple for 90%, blue for 
50%, and red for 10% duty cycle. 
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Figure 52. PSpice Simulation for Radial Speed vs. Voltage 
The figure above depicts the radial speed versus motor voltage.  This analysis produces 
the typical decaying oscillating waveform that comes to rest at the origin.  This graph shows that 
the voltage stays relatively constant until it reaches a speed threshold, in which case the voltage 
then dramatically falls off. 
Deprecated Motor Drive Circuit Code (SEPIC) 
MQP: SEPIC DC-DC Converter Test 
 
*****Electrical Circuit***** 
Vin 1 0 32           
 ;Vin is a DC voltage source representing the battery pack 
Cin 1 0 50u IC=0          ;Cin 
reduces parasitic inductance and internal resistance of battery supply 
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L1 1 2 390m IC=0          ;L1 
strongly controls Vout, Iout risetime.  Decreases oscillation of output with greater inductance. 
S 2 0 s 0 SWK          ;S 
simulates transistor, power MOSFET planned 
VP s 0 PULSE(0 5 0 50n 50n 40u 50u)      ;VP simulates 
transistor pulse timing, will have 555 monostable timer with comparator op-amp 
C1 2 3 250u IC=0          ;C1 
affects C1 voltage ripple, Vc1 equals Vin; blocks direct current 
L2 3 0 50u IC=0          ;L2 
average current equals average load current; lower inductance causes large oscillation 
D 3 4 DIX           
 ;D is the diode to direct current flow 
;D2 0 4 DIX           
 ;D for one-way current flow, free-wheeling 
C2 4 0 250u IC=0          ;C2 
affects Vout voltage ripple, helps smooth voltage characteristic 
;Rstop 4 5 7           
 ;High-Wattage Resistor for current limitation at output 
RM 4 6 8.53           
 ;Resistor for motor resistance simulation 
LM 6 0 0.5m IC=0         
 ;Inductor for motor inductance simulation, affects voltage characteristic heavily 
 
*****Mechanical Circuit***** 
E 0 a VALUE={0.2295*(V(4)/8.53)} 
Lj a b 0.119 IC=0 
Rd b c 46.102 
Vd c 0 0 
 
Gw 0 q VALUE={I(Vd)/20} 
Ljw q w 0.0793 IC=0 
Rdw w e 3.8259 
Vdw e 0 0 
 
*****Duty Cycle Modulation***** 
;Vcar car 0 0.5 
;Rin car car2 1G 
;Vtri car2 0 PULSE(0 5 0 {T2} {T2} 0 {T}) 
 
;Ed s 0 TABLE {V(car,car2)}= (-10,0) (-10u,0) (10u,5) (10,5) 
 
;.PARAM f={20k} 
;.PARAM T={1/f} 
;.PARAM T2={T/2} 
******************** 
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.model DIX D(RS=1u, BV=500) 
.model SWK Vswitch(Ron=1m, Roff=1G, Von=1, Voff=0) 
 
.probe 
;.step Vcar 0.5 4.5 2 
.tran 5 5 0 40u UIC 
.end 
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Braking Regeneration Circuit – Full Model Code 
MQP: Braking Mechanical Model 
 
*****Electrical Circuit***** 
E 1 0 VALUE={0.1*I(VF)}   ;Motor dependent V, back emf of V=kw 
VD 1 2 0     ;Dummy V for current, links to mechanical 
L3 2 3 500m IC=0  ;L turns voltage into current source, either 390m or 500u 
S2 3 0 s 0 SWK    ;Transistor to modulate regen braking "pull" 
;VP2 s 0 PULSE(0 10 0 50n 50n {PW} 50u)  ;Pulse voltage for transistor 
D 3 4 DIX      ;Diode to prevent current back-flow 
 
R 4 5 80m      ;Battery Components, R internal 
C 5 0 54000 IC=1     ;Ccharge 
;X 4 0 NIBAT      ;Battery Component 
 
*****Mechanical Circuit***** 
Linertia 0 a 0.119 IC=32.6626   ;Inertia, has initial condition of rad/s 
Etorque a b VALUE = {.1*I(VD)}   ;Mechanical Torque 
RDrag b c 46.102m     ;Drag resistance 
Vload c d 113.4m     ;Load based voltage 
VF d 0 0      ;Dummy voltage for radial velocity 
 
*****Duty Cycle Modulation***** 
Vcar car 0 0.5 
Rin car car2 1G 
Vtri car2 0 PULSE(0 5 0 {T2} {T2} 0 {T}) 
 
Ed s 0 TABLE {V(car,car2)}= (-10,0) (-10u,0) (10u,5) (10,5) 
;Rop s 0 100 
 
.PARAM f={20k} 
.PARAM T={1/f} 
.PARAM T2={T/2} 
 
*****Models***** 
.model DIX D(RS=1m) 
.model SWK Vswitch(Ron=1m, Roff=10MEG, Von=1, Voff=0) 
 
*****Battery Subcircuit***** 
;.subckt NIBAT 2 1 
******************************************************************************
*** 
*NOTE: Due to initial charge on Cchrg (Capacitor), Default Instrument 
*           Settings must be set to User Defined in order for this part to 
*           simulate correctly. 
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******************************************************************************
*** 
;GBset 1 10 VALUE={V(31)*Bvolt} 
;Rint 10 11 {Ri} 
;Vsen 2 11 DC 0 
;Cf 0 20 1e-6 
;Rf 20 21 1e6 
;EBf 21 0 VALUE={I(Vsen)/15} 
;Cchrg 0 30 54000 IC=1 
;EBlost 30 31 VALUE={V(20)} 
;GBvsen 31 0 VALUE={I(Vsen)} 
 
;.param Bvolt={32} 
;.param Ri={80m} 
;.param Cap={15} 
;.param Qrg={3600*54000} 
 
;.ends 
******************** 
 
;Battery Subcircuit model issue "Node X.30 and X.31 are floating"...but they're grounded 
 
;.param PW={50u*Vdd} 
 
.probe 
.step Vcar 0.4 4.4 2 
.tran 3 3 0 20m UIC 
.end 
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Braking Regeneration Circuit – Full Model Simulation 
The following plots were produced using the previously described code for the braking 
regeneration full model circuit in the Allegro AMS Simulator. 
 
Figure 53. PSpice Simulation of Braking Regeneration Circuit 
In the figure above, the top plot describes the average current of the motor in black and 
the accumulated charge coming from the motor in blue during braking.  The bottom plot 
illustrates the average radial speed in red and the average radial acceleration in black of the 
mechanical simulated system.  All plots are analyzed over 5s of time. 
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Braking Regeneration Circuit – Averaged Model Code 
MQP: Braking Regen Full Average Model 
 
*****Electrical Averaged Model***** 
E1 1 0 VALUE={0.1*I(VF)} 
VD 1 2 0 
L 2 3 500u IC=0 
G 3 0 VALUE={V(s)*I(L)} 
Ediode 3 4 VALUE={-V(s)*(V(5)+V(4,5))} 
R 4 5 80m      ;Battery Components, R internal 
C 5 0 54000 IC=1     ;Ccharge 
 
 
*****Mechanical Circuit***** 
Linertia 0 a 0.119 IC=32.6626   ;Inertia, has initial condition of rad/s 
Etorque a b VALUE = {.1*I(VD)}   ;Mechanical Torque 
RDrag b c 46.102m     ;Drag resistance 
Vload c d 113.4m     ;Load based voltage 
VF d 0 0      ;Dummy voltage for radial velocity 
 
 
*****Duty Cycle Modulation***** 
Vcar car 0 0.5 
Rin car car2 1G 
Vtri car2 0 PULSE(0 5 0 {T2} {T2} 0 {T}) 
 
Ed s 0 TABLE {V(car,car2)}= (-10,0) (-10u,0) (10u,5) (10,5) 
;Rop s 0 100 
 
.PARAM f={10k} 
.PARAM T={1/f} 
.PARAM T2={T/2} 
******************** 
 
.probe 
.step Vcar 0.5 4.5 2 
.tran 2 2 0 20m UIC 
.end 
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Braking Regeneration Circuit – Averaged Model Simulation 
The following plots were produced using the previously described code for the braking 
regeneration averaged model circuit in the Allegro AMS Simulator. 
 
Figure 54. PSpice Simulation of Braking Regeneration Circuit, Average Model 
In the figure above, the top plot describes the average rotational speed in rev/min of the 
wheel in black.  The bottom plot illustrates the average radial speed in rad/s of the wheel.  All 
plots are analyzed over 5s of time with varying duty cycle: 10% duty cycle in blue, 50% duty 
cycle in black, and 90% duty cycle in red. 
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Figure 55. PSpice Simulation for Energy Captured of Braking Regeneration Circuit, Average Model 
In the figure above, the plot describes the simulated captured energy from the motor 
while the electric motorbike is braking.  All plots are analyzed over 2s of time with varying duty 
cycle: 10% duty cycle in green, 50% duty cycle in blue, and 90% duty cycle in black. 
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Pulse-Width Modulation Model 
 
MQP PWM Example 
 
Vcar 1 0 0.5 
Rin 1 2 1G 
Vtri 2 0 PULSE(0 5 0 {T2} {T2} 0 {T}) 
 
E A 0 TABLE {V(1,2)}= (-10,0) (-10u,0) (10u,5) (10,5) 
 
.PARAM f={20k} 
.PARAM T={1/f} 
.PARAM T2={T/2} 
 
.probe 
.step Vcar 0.5 4.5 1 
.tran .1m .1m 0 10u UIC 
.end 
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Analog Control Circuits 
 
Figure 56. Multisim simulated duty cycle modulation schematic 
While this circuit may not have been used in the final perfboard, it is how the graphs 
were simulated in the component selection.  
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Figure 57. Multisim simulated hysteresis mode selection schematic 
This is the circuit used to simulate the hysteresis property previously discussed. A 
triangular voltage waveform varying from 0V to 5V from rail to rail was used and the voltage 
levels where the state changed were analyzed. The results can be seen below. 
 
Figure 58. Multisim simulation of hysteresis switching 
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The upper crossover is at about 2.354V, and the lower crossover is 2.235V, so the voltage 
range is just outside of the 2.4V optimal data point that was designed around.  However, that 
means the user has more control over the acceleration than the brake, but only marginally. 
Below one can see the enlarged full analog control circuit. 
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Figure 59. Enlarged Full Analog Control Circuit 
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Transformer Design 
%MQP Transformer Design2 
%Matt Chase 
%March 7, 2014 
  
%This MATLAB code is used to design all necessary parameters of a 
%transformer for the Electric Motorbike with Regenerative Braking MQP. Team 
%partners are Kevin Antalek, Anthony Cangello, Matt Chase, and Micah Flock. 
  
clc; 
clear all; 
  
%Variables 
    V1 = 32;                %[V]; primary side voltage 
    V2 = 130;               %[V]; secondary side voltage 
    f = 20000;              %[Hz]; frequency 
    T = 1/f;                %[s]; period 
    D = 0.98;               %Max duty cycle, high 
    Do = 1-D;               %Duty cycle, low 
    rhocu = 2.096E-6;       %[ohm*cm]; resistivity of copper at 75deg C 
    rhofe = 47.2E-6;        %[ohm*cm]; resistivity of 3% silicon steel 
    rhoam = 130.0E-6;       %[ohm*cm]; resistivity of amorphous metal 
    uo = 4*pi*10^-7;        %[H/m]; permeability of free space 
    ur = 40000;             %relative permeability of 3% silicon steel 
    u = uo*ur;              %[H/m]; permeability 
    Kscu = 1.1;             %Skin effect losses coefficient, copper 
    Ksfe = 1.1;             %Skin effect losses coefficient, iron 
    Beta = 2.6;             %Core loss exponent, typical value for ferrite 
materials 
    Ku = 0.25;              %Winding fill factor, reduced to account for 
insulation 
    Kfe = 11.98;            %[W/(cm^3*T); Core Loss coefficient 
    lambda1 = 0.5*D*T*V1    %[Vs]; Applied primary winding volt-sec 
    Imotor = 17;            %[A]; motor current, slightly pessimistic 
    L1 = 60.3E-6;           %[H]; Inductance of primary coil 
    L2 = 1.5E-3;            %[H]; Inductance of secondary coil 
    I = 15.1;               %[A]; Current through primary coil, high time 
    Ig = -15.1;             %[A]; Current through primary coil, low time 
  
  
    %Interpolated Variables 
%{ 
    %Large Xformer values (BMCC 1000) 
    A = 10.6;               %[cm]; Core full width 
    B = 17.1;               %[cm]; Core full height 
    E = 3.3;                %[cm]; Core leg width 
    F = 4.0;                %[cm]; Core window width 
    G = 10.5;               %[cm]; Core window height 
    Dd = 8.5;               %[cm]; Core depth 
    MLT = (2*Dd+2*E)*1.01   %[cm]; Core mean length per turn, "circumference 
plus a bit" 
    lm = 42.7;              %[cm]; magnetic path length, roughly 2*(A-
E)+2*(B-E) 
    lg = 0;                 %[cm]; Air gap 
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    Wa = 42.0;              %[cm^2]; Window Area 
    Ac = 23.0;              %[cm^2]; core cross-sectional area 
     
    %Small Xformer values (BMCC 4) 
    %A = 2.8;               %[cm]; Core full width 
    %B = 5.8;               %[cm]; Core full height 
    %E = 0.9;               %[cm]; Core leg width 
    %F = 1.0;               %[cm]; Core window width 
    %G = 3.28;              %[cm]; Core window height 
    %Dd = 1.5;              %[cm]; Core depth 
    %MLT = (2*Dd+2*E)*1.01  %[cm]; Core mean length per turn, "circumference 
plus a bit" 
    %lm = 12.2;             %[cm]; magnetic path length, roughly 2*(A-
E)+2*(B-E) 
    %lg = 0;                %[cm]; Air gap 
    %Wa = 3.3;              %[cm^2]; Window Area 
    %Ac = 1.1;              %[cm^2]; core cross-sectional area 
  
    %Optimized Xformer values (BMCC 800B) - Iteration 1 
    A = 10.0;               %[cm]; Core full width 
    B = 15.5;               %[cm]; Core full height 
    E = 3.0;                %[cm]; Core leg width 
    F = 4.0;                %[cm]; Core window width 
    G = 9.5;                %[cm]; Core window height 
    Dd = 8.5;               %[cm]; Core depth 
    MLT = (2*Dd+2*E)*1.01   %[cm]; Core mean length per turn, "circumference 
plus a bit" 
    lm = 39.3;              %[cm]; magnetic path length, roughly 2*(A-
E)+2*(B-E) 
    lg = 0;                 %[cm]; Air gap 
    Ac = 21.0;              %[cm^2]; core cross-sectional area 
    Wa = 38.0;              %[cm^2]; Window Area 
%}     
    %Optimized Xformer values (BMCC 800A) - Iteration 2 
    A = 9.0;                %[cm]; Core full width 
    B = 13.5;               %[cm]; Core full height 
    E = 2.5;                %[cm]; Core leg width 
    F = 4.0;                %[cm]; Core window width 
    G = 8.5;                %[cm]; Core window height 
    Dd = 8.5;               %[cm]; Core depth 
    MLT = (2*Dd+2*E)*1.01   %[cm]; Core mean length per turn, "circumference 
plus a bit" 
    lm = 35.6;              %[cm]; magnetic path length, roughly 2*(A-
E)+2*(B-E) 
    lg = 0;                 %[cm]; Air gap 
    Ac = 17.4;              %[cm^2]; core cross-sectional area 
    Wa = 34.0;              %[cm^2]; Window Area 
     
%Turns Ratio 
    TR = V1/V2             %Turns Ratio N1/N2 
  
%Currents, RMS 
    I1 = sqrt((D*(I/TR)^2)+(Do*(Ig)^2))     %[A]; Primary Coil current 
    I2 = I1*TR                              %[A]; Secondary Coil current 
    Itot = I1+TR*I2                         %[A]; Total Coil RMS current 
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%Optimum Delta B, flux density 
    %unit is [T] 
    dB = 
(((rhocu*(lambda1^2)*(Itot^2))/(2*Ku))*(MLT/(Wa*(Ac^3)*lm))*(1/(Beta*Kfe)))^(
1/(Beta+2))   %[T]; optimum flux density 
  
%Turns 
    N1 = lambda1/(2*dB*Ac)  %Number of primary turns 
    N2 = N1/TR              %Number of secondary turns 
     
    if N1>N2 
        disp('N1>N2, N2 increments to 32: V1div') 
        N2new = 32; 
        N1new = (N1/N2)*N2new 
    elseif N2>N1 
        disp('N2>N1, N1 increments to 32: V1div') 
        N1new = 32; 
        N2new = N1new/(N1/N2) 
    end 
  
%Total Losses 
    %units are [W] 
    Pcu = ((rhocu*(lambda1^2)*(Itot^2))/(4*Ku))*(MLT/(Wa*(Ac^2)))*((1/dB)^2) 
    Pfe = Kfe*(dB^Beta)*Ac*lm 
    Ptot = Pfe + Pcu 
  
%Core Geometrical Constant 
    KgfeX = ((Wa*(Ac^((2*(Beta-
1))/Beta)))/(MLT*(lm^(2/Beta))))*abs(((Beta/2)^(-Beta/(Beta+2)))+((Beta/2)^(-
Beta/(Beta+2))))^(-((Beta+2)/Beta)) 
    Kgfe 
=((rhocu*(lambda1^2)*(Itot^2)*(Kfe^(2/Beta)))/(4*Ku*(Ptot^((Beta+2)/Beta)))) 
  
    if KgfeX>Kgfe 
        disp('Core Geometrical Constant constraint met') 
    elseif Kgfe>KgfeX 
        disp('Core Geometrical Constant constraint failed') 
    end 
     
%Wire Sizing 
    alpha1 = I1/Itot                %Fraction of window area for primary coil 
    alpha2 = (TR*I1)/Itot           %Fraction of window area for secondary 
coil 
    Aw1c = (alpha1*Ku*Wa)/N1new;    %[cm^2]; primary wire gauge 
    Aw2c = (alpha2*Ku*Wa)/N2new;    %[cm^2]; secondary wire gauge 
    Aw1 = Aw1c*100                  %[mm^2]; primary wire gauge 
    Aw2 = Aw2c*100                  %[mm^2]; secondary wire gauge 
     
    %AWG Sizing Statement for Aw1 
    if Aw1>85 
        disp('Aw1: AWG 0000 Required') 
    elseif (85>Aw1)&&(Aw1>67.4) 
        disp('Aw1: AWG 000 Required') 
    elseif (67.4>Aw1)&&(Aw1>53.5) 
        disp('Aw1: AWG 00 Required') 
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    elseif (53.5>Aw1)&&(Aw1>42.4) 
        disp('Aw1: AWG 0 Required') 
    elseif (42.4>Aw1)&&(Aw1>33.6) 
        disp('Aw1: AWG 1 Required') 
    elseif (33.6>Aw1)&&(Aw1>26.7) 
        disp('Aw1: AWG 2 Required') 
    elseif (26.7>Aw1)&&(Aw1>21.2) 
        disp('Aw1: AWG 3 Required') 
    elseif (21.2>Aw1)&&(Aw1>16.8) 
        disp('Aw1: AWG 4 Required') 
    elseif (16.8>Aw1)&&(Aw1>13.3) 
        disp('Aw1: AWG 5 Required') 
    end 
     
    %AWG Sizing Statement for Aw2 
    if Aw2>85 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 0000 Required') 
    elseif (85>Aw2)&&(Aw2>67.4) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 000 Required') 
    elseif (67.4>Aw2)&&(Aw2>53.5) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 00 Required') 
    elseif (53.5>Aw2)&&(Aw2>42.4) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 0 Required') 
    elseif (42.4>Aw2)&&(Aw2>33.6) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 1 Required') 
    elseif (33.6>Aw2)&&(Aw2>26.7) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 2 Required') 
    elseif (26.7>Aw2)&&(Aw2>21.2) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 3 Required') 
    elseif (21.2>Aw2)&&(Aw2>16.8) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 4 Required') 
    elseif (16.8>Aw2)&&(Aw2>13.3) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 5 Required') 
    elseif (13.3>Aw2)&&(Aw2>10.5) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 6 Required') 
    elseif (10.5>Aw2)&&(Aw2>8.37) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 7 Required') 
    elseif (8.37>Aw2)&&(Aw2>6.63) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 8 Required') 
    elseif (6.63>Aw2)&&(Aw2>5.26) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 9 Required') 
    elseif (5.26>Aw2)&&(Aw2>4.17) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 10 Required') 
    elseif (4.17>Aw2)&&(Aw2>3.31) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 11 Required') 
    elseif (3.31>Aw2)&&(Aw2>2.62) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 12 Required') 
    elseif (2.62>Aw2)&&(Aw2>2.08) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 13 Required') 
    elseif (2.08>Aw2)&&(Aw2>1.65) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 14 Required') 
    elseif (1.65>Aw2)&&(Aw2>1.31) 
        disp('Aw2: AWG 15 Required') 
    end 
     
    %Turns Available 
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    A1tow = 1.53;           %[turns/cm]; turns of primary wire, no insulation 
    Aw1turns = A1tow*MLT    %[turns]; primary turns possible 
    A2tow = 6.14;           %[turns/cm]; turns of secondary wire, no 
insulation 
    Aw2turns = A2tow*MLT    %[turns]; secondary turns possible 
     
        %Turns # Check 
        if Aw1turns>32 
            disp('Primary Coil Turns work') 
        elseif Aw1turns<32 
            disp('Primary Coil Turns do not work') 
        end 
     
        if Aw2turns>130 
            disp('Secondary Coil Turns work') 
        elseif Aw2turns<130 
            disp('Secondary Coil Turns do not work') 
        end 
     
    %Area Available 
        %Window Area per Coil 
        Awin = 0.5*Wa 
         
        %Area needed for total coiling 
        A1area = Aw1turns*Aw1c          %[cm^2]; Area allotted for Primary 
Coil 
        A2area = Aw2turns*Aw2c          %[cm^2]; Area allotted for Secondary 
Coil 
     
        %Primary Coil Parameter Check 
        if Awin>A1area 
            disp('Primary Coil parameters work') 
        end 
     
        %Secondary Coil Parameter Check 
        if Awin>A2area 
            disp('Secondary Coil parameters work') 
        end 
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Appendix D: Costs Breakdown 
 
Table 11. Mechanical Expenditures 
Date Person Company Name Part Expense Balance
12/4/2013 Tony Treadmill Doctor 2.9 HP Treadmill Motor $204.98 115.02$     
12/13/2013 Micah MSC 1/2"-13 Left-handed drill tap $15.91 99.11$        
1/21/2014 Tony Bearings Specialty 2 Gears $95.91 3.20$          
1/21/2014 Micah Bearings Specialty Front Sprocket $8.00 (4.80)$        
1/21/2014 Micah McMaster Carr 5' #35 Chain $21.70 (26.50)$      
2/13/2013 Micah Wilard's Small Engines #35 64T Aluminum Sprocket $44.45 (70.95)$      
2/13/2013 Tony Peterson Steel Corporation Raw Materials (See Spreadsheet) $139.00 (209.95)$    
2/13/2013 Micah MSC [2x] 1/2 x 1 3/8 x 1/2  Flange Bearing $44.42 (254.37)$    
2/21/2014 Micah MSC [2x] 1/2 x 1 3/8 x 1/2  Flange Bearing $45.42 (299.79)$    
2/24/2014 Micah ElectricScooterParts.com Throttle and Multimeter $41.90 (341.69)$    
2/26/2014 Tony Home Depot MDF Board Cuts and Liquid Nail $4.57 (346.26)$    
2/26/2014 Tony Bicycle Alley Bike tires/ tubes and $40.00 (386.26)$    
2/27/2014 Tony Ultimate Plastics Acrylic siding $60.00 (446.26)$    
3/4/2014 Micah Brierly Lombard & Co. Hardware $5.00 (451.26)$    
3/5/2014 Tony Bicycle Alley Rear cassette removal $5.00 (456.26)$    
3/5/2014 Micah Home Depot L Brackets $9.71 (465.97)$    
4/9/2014 Micah Amazon Rear Wheel Rack and Cycling Computer $39.39 (505.36)$    
4/9/2014 Micah BSC New Pinoin Gear $25.00 (530.36)$    
4/15/2014 Tony Grainger 1' x 3/16" x 3/16" Keystock $1.50 (531.86)$    
4/17/2014 Tony Home Depot Nylon Spacers $1.98 (533.84)$    
4/17/2014 Tony MSC 100 ct 10-32 size bolts $6.78 (540.62)$    
4/28/2014 Both Ultimate Plastics Lexan sheet $33.00 (573.62)$    
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Table 12. Electrical Expenditures 
  
Date Person Company Name Part Expense Balance
11/29/2013 Kevin Manzanita Micro 15 AH Lithium Ion 3.2 V cell (12) 385.00 (65.00)
12/12/2013 Kevin Home Depot Motor Test Mount Materials 30.00 (95.00)
1/16/2014 Kevin DigiKey Hall Effect Current Sesnsor (2) 26.18 (121.18)
1/20/2014 Matt Manzanita Micro Battery Charge Controller 199.00 (320.18)
2/11/2014 Matt Aliexpress Capacitors 103.09 (423.27)
2/24/2014 Kevin Home Depot MDF Board for Welding Jig 37.00 (460.27)
3/18/2014 Matt Bridgeport Magnetics Group, Inc. Amorphous C-Core 153.05 (613.32)
3/26/2014 Kevin Mouser Electronics Resettable Fuses 40.41 (653.73)
3/27/2014 Matt Weico Wire Cable, Inc. 4 gage wire (15') 67.32 (721.05)
4/1/2014 Matt Weico Wire Cable, Inc. 14 gage wire (25') 85.24 (806.29)
4/3/2014 Matt Home Depot Transformer fabrication 45.49 (851.78)
4/4/2014 Matt Home Depot Transformer fabrication 6.97 (858.75)
4/4/2014 Matt Home Depot Wiring Materials 55.08 (913.83)
4/6/2014 Matt Home Depot Wiring Materials 77.73 (991.56)
4/7/2014 Matt Home Depot Guerilla Glue Epoxy 29.06 (1,020.62)
4/19/2014 Matt Home Depot Wiring Materials 50.48 (1,071.10)
4/29/2014 Kevin RadioShack Circuit Components 20.00 (1,091.10)
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Appendix E: Additional Funding Request 
Electric Motorbike with Regenerative Braking MQP 
 
Introduction 
Regenerative braking is a cost effective way to increase 
the range of an electric motorbike in an urban setting. This 
MQP will produce a test vehicle to practically demonstrate 
this concept. The first half of the project was spent 
researching the most effective and efficient methods and 
design for this motorbike. Now that we are in the 
construction phase of the project, the parts are being 
purchased and small adjustments have been made to the 
design to account for changes. 
Proposal 
We would like to appeal for additional funding for our project. It will be compatible with the Electric Charging 
Station outside of Goddard Hall. Should it be successful, this will make our project a great marketing and publicity 
piece for WPI in its green initiative. The amount that the team would like to appeal for is a well over of their 
current budget. Currently they have a budget from both departments of $640. The following section goes into 
details of the purchases to be made for the project and cost breakdown. 
Cost Breakdown 
As can be seen in Appendix D, the mechanical and electrical cost breakdowns are detailed in full. With this in mind, 
the team has spent approximately $1600 over the course of this MQP for parts in addition to tax and the cost of 
shipping. These are the best prices the group has been able to find for the parts that were picked to optimize the 
design. With the additional funding the team would be able to purchase these parts with ease and hopefully 
complete it successfully for the end of the term. 
Contact 
Please contact the team as soon as possible if this is an option for us. The team members are Anthony Cangello, 
Micah Flock, Matthew Chase and Kevin Antalek and you can contact them at motorbikemqp@wpi.edu.  
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Appendix F: Final Timeline 
In this section the most updated Gantt chart is displayed to give an accurate 
representation of the timeline of the project. Certain milestones were set to be met throughout the 
academic year as seen below in the Gantt chart. 
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